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A. -BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION

During the second half of 1971 the Office of Education through the

Teac.her'Center Program funded four pilot projects, one in Texas, one

in.Rhode Island, one in the Bay"Area in California, and_One in Washington,

D.C. All are still in existence except Washington, which was discontinued

in.1974. From 1971 to the present the staff at the Evaluation Research

Center has provided a variety of-evaluation.serviceito these pilot pro-

jects. A list of reports prepared by the 'staff at ERC for this time period

may be found in the bibliography at the end of this volume.

This document reports on the fourth year of evaluation and technics].

'assistance rendered by the'Evaluation Research Center to the Texas Cen-

ter for the Improvement of Educational SerVices (TC1ES). It discusses

the nature and extent of coLlaboration'am ong Teacher Center partners

(representatives of local school districts, institutions of higher educa-

tion,, education service centers, the state education agencies, and the

community).

It is one of four reports prepared simultaneoUsly: Volume III deals

with the work of ERCis evaluators with thejthode Island Teacher Center;

Volume II deals with the Bay Area Learning Center during 1974-75; Volume I

cutS across the three Teacher Center pilots and offers some generalizations



concerning the Teacher Center idea based on ERC's association with it

at the progrRm level (Office of Education) and the project level (through.

4/0,
evaluation work and technical assistance delivered to the Teacher Center

pilots themselves).

B. EVENTS LEADING UP TO !THIS YEAR'S WORK

In August 1974 ERC's evaluators began to plan the 1974-75 external

evaluation effort for the Teacher Center pilot projects. The primary focut

of the work was to identify and select" the mot promising aspects of each'

project -- "structures, processes, programs, and so forth--for in-depth

study and valida:tion.* The purpose of this activity was to develop the basis
444.

.
for an application-model of Teacher Centers.

Procedures for identification and selection of aspects or areas of each

pilot to'be studied included: (1)'a careful, review of all internal and external

documents' available. to the ERC staff; (2) an examination of previously

collected evaluation data (especially the impact survey results); /(3) cones

. -
sidering the input from USOE and Teacher Center officials; and (4) an

analysis of all three items above., The first two probedures were

straightforward, albeit time - consuming, tasks. The 'third activity

involved a rewarding but more complex process that seems to warrant

desription.

, As an outcome of a prodtictiv.e meeting of numerous interested parti

held in Washington, D.C. in February 19;74, a Teacher Center Consortium

(.* "Validatiori" is used in this case to describe a verification process. inclu-
ding review of, documents, ,on-site observation, and interviews.

iv



was formed. For 1974-75 this consortium included as members: Teacher

Center pilot project directors; regional OE project officers; ERC.rep-

resentatives; and, as chairmen, the directors of the University of

South Florida LTI on Education Personnel Development.'

During a series of Teacher Center Consortium meetings, held in

September and November 1974, and January:1975, discussions were held'

about the external evaluation of the Teacher Center pilots. Further,

activities were carried out that ensured' consortium members an opportunity

to identify and select promising aspects of the projeCts for in-depth study

in 1974-75. These activities included first, a list of primary choices of

promising aspects, drawn up by each project director. These lists

Specified their seleoio;1 criteria** and indicated the availability and nature

of documentation 'which would validate their 'choices; then they presented

their evaluation plan, which called for further study of the following as,-

pects of Teacher Centers by site:-

Bay Area Learning Center (BALC) - The nature and d extent of

tri-district collaboration and staff development program activity

was to be surveyed as was'the START Center in Oakland in order

to gather impact data on one d the three local education agency
f

staff development centers supported by BALC. (

Rhode Island Teacher Center (RITC) Three aspects of the st.te

education agency based project were to be examined: (1) technical

S

-

** Examples of selection criteria were the extent to which an activity or
aspect of the project contriblited to theattainment of its goals Or was rated
particularly important to Teacher Center clients.

a
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assistance to local education agencies by generalist consultants;
a ,

(2) inform- ation service to educators; and (3) staff development.

assistance to local education agencies. Also, impact data about
. I

4 4.

the project's major,components was to he collected and analyzed.

Following discussion and clarification of the evaluation plan for BALL
. .

and RITC presented by the ERC staff, the Teacher Center directors; OE
. . ,

officials and ERC representatives agreed to the conditions of its acceptance.

I'
.

r

,

*
.

Texas Center for the Improvement of Educational Systems (TciEs) -
.,

At first a kUrther study of two of the several TCIES-supported
,

Teacher Center projects was considered. Dallas and Houston

were selected in order to collect data on.an urban local eduCa-

tion- agency-based project and a university and competency-

based teacher education (CBTEk effort respectively._ Later,

howevO, Ell, OE and .TCIES officials agreed upon a broader

effort: if was decided to conduct a study aimed.at validating
, 0 4

the existence of colLaboratOe educational activity among local

education agencies, institutions of highei\education, state educa-

tion agencies, education service centers, and community

representatives in Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, San Antonio,'
,

and Canyon/Amarillo.

The reasons for selecting these sites as well ae some brief program-
.,

. -

matic.info.rmation on each one is presented in Chapter 2, Section B. . %
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CHAPTER '1

A BRIEF/PROJECT HISTORY

0,A., PURPOSE OF THIS CHAPTE

. The purpose of this chapter/ is to orient the reader briefly to the
fi

development and operation of this project over the time period Julr1971

to December 1974. The reader familiar with the project at least in out-

line may wish to qkip this chapter.

A report,being pitepared by the Leadership Training Institute at the

University. of South Florida and schecpaled for distribution in the summer

of 19759coptains further details on the Texas Center for the Improvement

of Educational SystemS,(TCIES)..

B. A BIlliEF HISTORY OF TCIES1

The Texas Center for the Improvement of Educational Systenis is a
°

facilitatink 'agency intended to improve. teacher
. .

evolved fro a series of dev4i6pmental efforts
t

education in Texas. It

that began in 1961, with

the Tekas SiLident Teacher Project. Supported by the Ford_Foundation

in order to test tir i-}014bc' *that improvements in teacher education couIa ape

made through.l?road Scale involvement of professional educators, student
1

teachers and citizens in this early project organized a series of meetings

. .4
The history presented this section is excerpted from Volume IV,
The Texas Teacher CentekEValuAting the Four Teacher Center Pilots:
The `Annual Report, June 30, 1973 by Dr. John B. Peper. (I 80 Tex)

',-,=,`--,
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throughout Texas to discuss needed changes in, teacher education: From

those meetings came a clear indication that "large scale change would

require new kinds of institutional cooperation, revised teacher standards,

and additional legislative as well as financial support at the state level."

Then? in 19.67, the Education Professions Deyelopment Act was passed

specifically to provide assistance to state departments of education, the

teaching profession, and universities and school districts in developing

'modefs.of teacher education improvement programs. In the first opera--,

tionaLyear of the act, four regionally-basd Trainers of Teacher Trainers
. -...-..6.

(TTT) projects were appr:Oir:e:d'incliding one at'S(4.1theastern Oklahoma
....., , ':.:-.;., f

State UniVersity. The Oklahoma- Texas project funde'd-the_Dallas Indepen-
-,

dent,School District Teacher Training complex. This complex was-in. ---
.

operation a full year before Texas, as a state, submitted a multi- insti-

tutional proposal for funding of a series of lighthouse Teacher Center

projects.

)Includ d in this 1970-71 Texas performance-based TTT project wer.
_ ....,

, , . .-,_ ..- '.
proposals from the University of Houston, Texas Christian University at,..._

. -
Fort Worth, West4exas State University at Canyon,-tbe University_.. --t*

::.,:,,

Texas at El Paso, and the Dallas Independent School District In 1871-72 i:
it was envisioned that each pilot site would develop an educational coolSera-

tive as well as a performance:pased system of preservice education

within the university in cooperation with the service center and the local

school district. The project design also included a statewide coordination

-2-
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function ito be adminiptered,withiy the Vpjas EducatiOn,cAgency. Although
. ./. ;. .

. / --

statewide
: - :.the statewide coordulation was desirable, :;it soOzi be4i-iiiie evident that,.

.

. a'

wouldexisting intra-agenc4staff and faCklities ld ri.....eedio be aukinented bys. . :
:. .

additional resources in order to make the effoi:0:9f;thi.Sproject conforth .

,:i f;. ..,/ ''' Y .0tto the requirements being ;mandated simultarieously by the State legislature. ;
. ., , ., *ii:! % !., '. :' /.. . / ,/

theIn order to enhance the tatewide.coof-dination of:the-TTT Program,,
I .

..,.% 1 ' ./ ',,, . .and to link the performance/ C7npetenay-ipasededucational,program develop-
. ,

.. --
meat to statewide educational le*islation reic-c.t.44'in.o.v:ernenifi,. the Texas. ,

.-.A., .

Educational Renewal Center .(TERC:.).Fas established-hi.-17,1. .Itsfirst
. . ,

director was C. Kyle Killough, *hit) hadformerlSr,be.enthe architect and.., .
director of 'the Ds 11 s_Indepericlen:t.SchOol,pistrictis Teacher, Training

'Complex. Iri i 73, TERC Texai4tenter for the improvement

of Educa.tional-Sterns .
. . .

. .
f ' .

The staff of tfie .center was kept'SMall. deliberately in,order to serve as
.; t.

,
and-,brgaznizineieSoUrce ra.ther'ihan as a large.direction and

/ ;
.4 .`aontrol.ag en cy.;' OtirtiAg'the ;first; year of Opertio4 (1971-72) TERC.. .. '...;}..: " ' ". '1 , .,I ',. %Y.,'

:.: '4 . ..; \ ,; i 4, 1
A : identified thee "MajW.torusts;'ircapaelfii, _project management, Teacher

..... ,%. . , . .
4 '. -..- ./. '.

. ' I . ..

-;- Center-deireloPment, and*Tea.rn products installation..
.:;..

. . .

b.iieurrent tuihese:1 oject developments, important legislatiVe

re..occurringlnl yegarcttq both preseivice and irservice
k .\

' 7:: preiraniwin Teicas. One of the direct .byproducttS.
. . .

. . .. . . -.
. L . ... .... .i: .4":-.--the petsontieltil'aining ,co.rifOenee'sponsoed by the Tpxas State, T*cher

'.. t'--;'...7.....;:-,. ., -,.. ,1 t' .

1, , , . . : ,,,., ....\.t; \.-,

;',",;griiject ivitli-fiiiidS stpplied'km the Ford Foundatin ih 1961 was. a set.....:7:1*;-".,-,:. '.., ..''...!;..,:i.:,, ',..-. ...\ .'..,;', ',
1...,.., ., ,:.V.. ,,, %k,''. ,_%,. I.. % :1 : . . ,..;1 r,flucati011 13 thed'in tlie\;Texa.s legisltUre hi 1969. Senate, tBill 8,

1'

t, I.4.
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known. as the Texas Studeni'Te(46hiiig .kcf,..Svag 'written specifically to make
,

, --

responsibility for teaCher'eddcatiOn in..the-clinic al sgtting a joint respon-

sibility of the ,locals iCol distracta314-theuniversity. House Bill. 240;

though not a "dire4pUtgrowth,-did:Aaie binding a provision in the basic

salary gtide for ten days pf-"lav:service training for every teacher in the... -_ ,

"'"State each year, .

.
,

.

Under SB 8, approved programs we're to be presented by local Teacher
...

Education Center the, Texas Education Agency for certification approval.

The TgA, with* assistance of colleges, 'universities and public school
-- /

personnel, was directed to establish standards for approval of public school
... .

. -- / _ , -- ./. ,

districts t$ serve as StUdent teacher Centers, and to define the coopera-
/..

.

tive,relationship betWee4 t#eco/lege or university and the public school
-,-

--:
, - , _;

,tliat Serves the studenet'eaching program. /
,

Bot4 the publiC school district serving as a student teacher center and

the college or university using its facilities were to share joint respon- .

sibility for selection and approval of supervising teachers. Employees of

the district were to serve in the program' , and they were required to

adtipt.agieed upon continuing in-service improvement programs for the

supervising teacherS. Fiscal support of the program was provided in the

amountof $250 per .student teacher. . ,

The implications of SB 8 were'far-reaching in their directions toward

changing traditional means of teacher education. In addition, the Texas

Education Agency took impetus from the bill for the development of new
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standards for teacher certification and school district certification.
... .

,

The state board of education passed six new certification standards
.

in 1972 plus new accreditation standards for public schools to be phaSed
.. ,

in' over a five year period. (The certification standards were changed
I)

711 1974*-75 as the result of an opinion issued by the Texas attorney general

to the effect that performance or competency -based teacher education/
1 .t

certification could not.bethe'sole, mandated mode for certification.)
1

It is apparent, then, that a systemic improvement process has been

mandated by legislative and regdatory authorities in Texas. First, pre-
...

service teacAr education was to recome a multiple institutional respon-

sibility with cooperation between local districts, universities and the

Texas Education Agency. Second, an organization known as a local Tea-
,

cher Education Center was required. Third, ten days of in-service training
, 1

warequired. Perhaps of.greateSt significance was the'requirement to
,...

establish local Teacher Centers which provided an organizational

imperative for cooperative preservice program development.

Obviously, the legislative mandates enumerated above required a

coordinating and information structure to augment the Texas Education
_ 1

Agency's' effort to ensure compliance. The Teacher Center project was-,
v .

designated by the commissioner of education to take a facilitating and
c

coordinating role with respect to this effort. The lighthouse.Teacher

Centers, training conferences for dans of colleges of education, and
-t

change agent training and product installation all contributed sigriificantly

(

I

e

N

/
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'\
to the progress of this movement, but much more effort was to be required

over the next few years-if these programs could be expected to achieve

their intended purpose.

In the 1972-73 Teacher Center proposal an effort was made

to show the relationship between TERC; the Texas Education Agency, the

Texas performance based TTT components, the various associated national
.

groups, and the local Teacher Centers. The 1972-73 proposal was actually

a joint proposal for TERC and the Texas performance-based TTT compot-

ents project.

Approval of the single proposal would appear to have provided a unified

project, but the unity was not achieved until February 1973, when a meet-
.

ing was held jointly between the state Steering Committee for the TTT

component and the TERC Advisory Board. At the joint meeting the two

boards voted to merge into anew bbard with a much larger Representalave

base to serve the exas Center for the Improvement of EdFational Systems.

During 1072 73 the TCIES project was composed of seven major

components.(areas of actiVity or flinctions). They (1) managenkent,

(2) Teacher Ce ter development,. (3) prOir'en products installation;

(4) evaluation, (5) national linkages, 6) change agent support, and (7)

information s rvices. These components seemed to be highly interactive

and, at times indistinguishable in operation: The concept of the Local

Cooperativ\.e eacher Education Center (LCTEC) grew out of an attempt

to provide a vehicle that could deliver systeinic changes in the other

c.



components in the training of educational personnel. The Texas. perf

mance-based TTT projects (Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, West xas)

provided a structure for the emergent legiSlative and administ tive action

for improving teacher training in Texas. The underlying goals of the TTT

projects as well as the TCIES Teacher Center projects were (1) that

teacher education must be performance-based; (2) that the setting for

teacher education should be an educational cooperative; and (3) that teacher

education must form an integral part of thee educational reform movement.

A Teacher Center within,the TCIES concept was, then, a cooperative

of educational institutions designed to improve teacher education within a

given geographic region. Membership in the cooperative was to include

representation from (1) local school distridts, (2) colleges and universities,

(3) education service centers, (4) the organized teaching profession, and

(5) the community.served by the/ Teacher enter. To satisfydits fiscal

responsibilities, one of the "members of tit cooperative served;tas the
;

designated fiscal agent, for state 'requirements decreed that the fiscal

agent must either be a local school dist t a college or university, or

the education service center.
<

A TCIES Teacher Center therefore is not just a physical plant but an

organization that might be termed a holding company, although its educational

program may be operated froin buildings and other facilities of one or

more of the member institutions. All these factorg contribute to the under-.

standing of-the project and its basic -purpose; all Of which; Must be grasped

if the Teacher Center 'concept is to be understood.

-
a
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Development of Teacher Centers has represented a sophisticated

attempt to share decision making, power and authority in new ways. The

most difficult task.in the project in 1972-73 was explaining the virtues of

the program to each participating institution in order to gain its

cooperation.

In 1973 -74 the TCIES project continued the same thrusts, except that

it ceased to train additional change agents. There were a total of twenty-

one Teacher Centers operating at various levels of development with
o

TCIES support by that time. To learn more about the nature of-the Texas

Teacher Center project, a series of evaluation activities was conducted

during 1973-74., They included:

developing a detailed program design for five fully operational

sites: Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, San Antonio, and West

Texas State University at Canyon; ,

conducting a survey to determine the level of installation and

impact of major components of each local Teacher Center in

these five sites; and

, studying the development and condition of the TCIES project and

its relationship to the Teacher Centers.

A brief overview of the five Teacher Center projects and some recent

:survey results are 'provided in Chapter 2, Section B, of this vOlume.
, .

The remainder of this section a,daresse's the recent ,history of TCIES.

The accomplishmentssof TCIES (by now a staff of two'professionals)



2as of 1974 were numerous. For example, ,Teacher7Ceriters developed

through TCIES support existed. They were operational'axid individual

teachers and students felt-they were receiving better, training. Others'

examples'include: Provision of many training activities; improved corn-

munication among representatives of various inatitutigns; and the emer-,
4

gence of a dedicated and able cadre of leaders.,

There were, however, some factors impinging upon the development

and performance of TCIES, such as' unstable funding, changes in mission,

and certification complications. Additional and crucial factors of concern,

which led to the study that is presented in the remainder of this volume,

were organizational in nature and called for an examination of Teacher

Center structures, communication, reward mechaniards, and the nature

of the collaborative process implied in' the 'TCIES concept of Teacher

Centers.

C. THE LEGAL MANDATES FOR COLLABORATION

A key factor in the growth of the Teacher Centers in Texas was the
.enactment of Senate Bill by the legislature of the state. SB 8, which
:

became effective September 1, 1969,

a program of student training. Four

provided for the implementation of
it

of its sections are as follows:

Section 1. To provide college students, facilities and. supervision
for student teaching experience required by law'as a prerequisite

4" ''. a

2. Comments contained in this segment of the report were excerpted from
a report on TCIES prepared by Dr. Egon Guba for ERC in June 1974.
(I 91 Ted)

-9-
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to The issuance c,f a valid Texas Teaching Certificate, it is
necessary that joint responSibility /among the colleges cr'uni-
versities approved.for leacher education by the State Board of
Education of thi state, the Texas Public School distris, and
the State of'Texas be'hereby established.'

Section 2. The Central Education Agency, with the,asbthtance
of colleges, universities, and public school personnel, shall
establish standards for approval Of public school districts to
serve as Student Teaching Centers and define the 'cooperative
relationship between the college or university and the public
school which serves the student teaching program..° o

.

Section 3. The approved publicschool district serving as a ,
Student Teacher Center and the college or university usitgi its
facilities shall jointly approve or select the supervising teachers,
employees of t1 district, to serve in the'program and adopt.an
agreed continuing in service improvement prograth for said
supervising teachers.

Section 4. There shall be p aid to the p,ublic-schdol 'district serving
as a Student Teacher Center the sum of 'Iwo Hundred Dollars
($200) for each supervising teacher, to be. an additional incre-
pent for such additional services to the annual salary Of ekch such
supervising teac(ier. In addition there shall be paid tothe district
the sum of Fifty Dollars 4$50) per each supervising teacher unable
to assist in meeting the costs ificurred in providing -a.oilities
for student teaching. This total, Two fiundred Fifty- Dollars
(,$250) per supervising teacher, shall be paid from the lVlinimum
Foundation Program Fund; this cost shall be considered by the
Foundation School Fund Budget Committee iri estimating, the
funds needed for Foundation School Program purposet. The
total number of supervising teachers to receive the additional
increment herein provided shall never exceed seventy percent
(70%) of the total number of student teacher's enrolled in the
Practice teaching program.

In 1969 and 1970 the Texas state legislature passed and made, effective

House Bill 240. It required that supervising teachers-be paid for ten dais

iin- s ervic e work;

The passage of SB 8 and HB 240 enc1guraged the colleges and universities

and the schopl districts to collaborate in teacher education. Each suber-

I
r wart
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vising teacher was to be paid $200-as-an additional increment and receive

ten, days of paid in-service education. The school district was to eceive

150 for each supervising teacher-, that money to be used to assist in,

meeting the costs of providing the necessary facilities for student teaching.

1

In June 1972 the new Texas Standards for Teacher Education and

_ Certification were issued (6y the commissioner of ethicatiori. The new

standards were to set policy for the sttite, although they did not carry the

force of law. For the purpOses of this document, two characteristics of

these standards are especially noteworthy. First, they required that all

presently approved programs of teacher education be converted to com-

petency/performance-based programs by September 1,' 1977, and that a

five year transition period to accomplish that end begin on September 1,

1972P and second, that the immediate phasing in of competency/performance-Au,

based programs should be done in cooperation by the 1Teges and uni-

versities involved, the local education agencies, and the professional

.organizations.

The three, major partners who were to collaborate in teacher educa-

tion were thus' the colleges/universities, the school districts and d the

professional associations. TCIES made it a requirement that the regional

education service centers and the community also be represented on what

came to be cdlled the Local Cooperatives Teacher Education Centers (LCTEC)

.in order to qu'alify for' its funds.

3. In 1975 the attorney general in Texas rendered the opinion that corn.-
petency/performan4-based teacher education could be one route toward
certification, but not the sole route: Thus, the mandate for competency -
based teacher education was rescinded.

-11-
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.CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

A. THE TOPIC OF THIS STUDY

Section B of the Introduction reviewed the events leading up to the.

selection of the topic of -collaboration in Texas. The.concept'of collabora-

tion seemed central to what TCIES was trying to accomplish and, 'thus,

,became the idea that would guide this study. The complexity of the topic

and our.own predilections suggested that on-'site interviews be attempted.

Time and resource contraints served to narrow the field of potential sites

to five, the Local Cooperative Teacher Education Centers (LCTECs) in

San Antonio, Dallas, We'st Texas, Houston and Fort Worth. The reasons
44-

for choosing these five sites and some programmatic information on them

- are presented in Section B below.

Based on ERCts experience with the' Teacher Center program over

the years, and with the Teacher Center results in Texas, an analysis of

the term collaboration was attempted., Generic questions thought pirtinent

to organized collaborative efforts of any group were also posed. This

work resulted in a set of interview topics around which each interviewer

was free to frame whatever questions seemed appropriate to the context

and individual being interviewed.

The topics, along with associated dimensions or explanatory questions,

-12-
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are listed below in order to give the reader a general impression of the
. ,

kindth of issues pursued by the interviewers.

1. Queries on characteristics of advisory board at each site:

Who are the council members? What .-re their names-and
affiliations?

What are'the bylaws?' How are the sites governed and organized?
What is the power structure? What are the legal ovauthorized

responsibilities and digies?
How are funds acquired? What are the.dollar amounts, from

what sources, for what purposes, and to whom are they
allocated?

What institutions are involved? How many, and what kind?
What are the present activities? Where are they located?
What are the executive resources?
What are the executive roles?
What is the central organizational structure?
How many theetings are held? How well are they attended and

what is their purpose?

2. Queries on relationship to other agencies, such as the education
service centers, the Texas Education Agency, and TIES:

What is the hierarchical structure, both vertical and horizontal?
What are the attitudes? How,dependent or independent are they?
H*, formal or infbrmal are the-linkages? ,

What is the amount of overlap? Is there conflict with charges
and responses of other bodieS?

What linkages exist between agencies regarding power struc-
ture and funding?

3. Queries on LCTECs role and program:

What is the official charge? What does each group r'epre'sented
think it shoulebe? ` . -

What does the LCTEC actually do? What does a particular
representative group think it should do?

What is each group represented attempting to do?
_What does each group represented want to cease doing?

What does each group represented see as barriers ormViindrances
to what it wants to do?

What does each group represented see as its strengths?
What does each group represented see as factors/conditions

favoring its.pasiti,on and interests?
.

-13-
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What are the strengths/weaknesses of the LCTEC in the eyes
, of each member group?

What are the facilitating forces relafive to'what the LCTEC, as
a whole wants to dor What are the barriers?

How repre' entative is the LCTEC?

4. Queries on the different histories and interests in educa tio. n-of .-
each group represented:

What havef 4 hey coopera ted-on?
What have they been in competition'over or for?
In what wa s. have they seen each other as obstacles? as res6urces?
What have been areas of friction? What have been areas of

dissatisfaction?
What are( the perceived.interests and hopes of each grpup in the

development of the LCTEC? )
,t%

n5'. Queries on givingcollaboration which involve both d receiving:.,

What does each group represented think it gives to and gets from,
the LCTEC?

What does tie LCTEC give to and get from the environment?..
What is peieived to lie in LCTEC control? (It may be impor-

tant to stinguish.between legal authorized plan perceived and
actual p rformance. )

Queries on' communication patte,ins::

Who knows whom? t,.

What are the formal/informal communication patterns among, groups?
What happens at meetings?
Who attends meetings?
What topics are discussed?
What attitudes toward the meetings ar e expressed by individuals

. Who attend them?

7., Queries on constraints on the LCTEC:

What procedures are followed?
What customs are observed?
What is the power structure?

, /°.
B. THE -FIVE LCTECs CHOSEN FOR Tilt STUD

\

Y

O

As noted in Section B of the Introduction,' five s 'ites were selected for
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the 19,74-75 evaluation study. . They were: the Dallas Teacher Education

Centei, the Fo/I Worth Teacher Center., the Houston Teacher Center,

the San Antonio Teacher Education Advisory Center, and the West Texas

Sate University Teacher Center. These five sites were selecte d because,

(1) they were fully-operational for at least two years; (2) they were involved

in the long history of'efforts to develop collaborative teacher education

prograins 'in Texas .(TTT and TEREt);, and (3) descriptive documents and

evaluation data for these sites were most readily 'available. Of course

logistics and available resoutces also constrained the total num of
.

sites that could be'.studied.-
--e

. In 1973-74 each of the five TECs.conducted a.needs assessment of

student and teacher' eeds (the Houston Needs Assessment model was used

in, most cases) and an operational plan based on the needs assessment was

developed for each project. Many of the components or activities the .

projects employed were similar in that all five sites had (1) a CBTE effort

.In some stage of development (2) awareness conferences' and programs
,..

for use anaadoption of proven products; (3) an internal evaluation component;
,

a
'-',---

. (4) in- service training programs; and (5) an advisory board to allow for ---
,,,,

interinstitutional collaboration. Three sites, Dallas; Fort Worth, and

-Houslton,, had an information/dissemination systein utilizing the Texas

1pformation Servide (TIS), and two sites, Dallas and. Houston, offered
..

.

unique pretervice.educaiion programs. -,

f &

Data from the 1973-74 survey conducted to determine the installation

-15-
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and impact of eacher Center projects showed some promising results:

- 83 percent of the clieiits Of the Teacher Center projects were

aware of the existence of the project;

perceilt of"the administrators sampled had atfen god, awareness
,1

Conferences; and

80 percent of all educators, surveyed in the five sites did

participate in in-service training sponsored by the Teacher Center. 1:

The five projects are both SB 8 and TCIES Teacher Centers. That

means that they are a response to SB 8 requirements and re also qualified

;

to receive TCIES funds. The activitiesties mentioned above, however, are!only
'

.;
those connected to their TCIES affiliation and do not include other _activities

. Ot
sil

supported by other sources. , .

(

C..PROCEDURES
I

.; \
ollowing the analysis presented in Section A above a comprehensiy . ,

t.- ;.. .

4

t
'

it

'.%

list of potential interviewees was drawn up, based on documentation avail-

able to ERG and containing the names of the members of the advisory boards
\

\

or councils at each of the five Teacher Centers to be studied. A sample

was drawn,cutting'aCross the different representatives at each site. A

meeting was thee scheduled with the director of TCIES, in order to re-
,

view the sample; the interview guide and procedures, and to.sChedule the

interviews. The interviews were conducted between May 14 and May 19,

1975.

Interviewers were assigned to vocations in accordance with their

c.

-16=
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falltiliaritY with theites. and people,..and schedulin/ .. ,, ...'
.....,

The interviewers and/their sites werti Egon Guba,
.....' ..; , .

g and time constraints.

San Antonio and Austin;

Jane Siegel, /Houston and*Fdi't Vjoith; and Andres Steinmetz, -Dallas and

West Texas. I. A.

i '4. Table 1 on the fcr lowing Page provides a graphic view of the number
. ,

.,t` .. ,

of individuals repre4Onted etti:eaCh Teacher Center project's advisory body..t. .

s.

:

/The numerator in each cell showa the number olVeople interviewed while

.' the denominator indicates' he total number of that type of rep resentative.-tfie
%. 4

on the advisory body. Six of the eight members of tlie TCIES executive
:4i
.4'

.committee (of the project/8 twenty-eight membersteering committee) were
.

also interviewed. (Although some of these individuals wereseen:primarifrra

*a.

in their roles as members cif their respective LCTEC

four of them were specifically interviewed about their role on and the nature

of their collaboration with the TCIES executive committee. ).

In the data collection proCess (the interviews) no attempt was made

to describe comprehensively each LCTEC-but just to comment on those

. ,

t ;,

I.
I

4

. aspects of the organization or operation which, at least on the face of it,

seemed to represent.collaborative activity or else were likely to hinder
t.

or facilitate it in some way. In addition, 'the same_topics were not always

covered in the same detail in each site. That inconsistency was a func-
/

tion ofjheborapromise that had to be made in balancing the personalities.

of those intexekved, ocal.ditions and the themes dominating the
.

lives of the ind7iidt/tals:and the Teacher Center at the time of the interview

-17-
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against the stated purpose of the interview, namely, to Study the nature
k

and extent of collaborative activity at each site. Hence no particular

significance should be attached to instances in which certain topics or

issues are treated in more detail at one site than at another.

Finally, we recognize the value of maintaining a distinction between-

descriptive facts and interpretations based on those descriptive facts. The

small /limber or events, people and amount of time in the life of each
?

LCTEC sampled, however, has made for some impatience with a strict

adherence to this important canon of field work. We also shared, as

interviewers, the belief that we hold some responsibility to activelrmake

use of our own feelings .and experience in collecting and-interpreting data--;. r
to. offer impressions, observations, even suggestions. Thus we have

readily moved back and forth between "data" and "interpretation" leaving

it up to the persons involved in Texas to gauge our remarks against their
. .

own experience and hopefully derive some use from them.

i.

t

,.

..
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CHAPTER 3

FINDINGS

A. CONTENTS AND ORGANIZATION OF THIS CHAPTER

It must be remembered that the basic interest guiding the

that formed the basis of this study was to understand the nature and extent

of collaboration at each of the five Local Cooperative Teacher Education

Centers (LCTEC) chosen. The topics presented and observaticlis made

were 'determined by this interest. I

The chapter outline itself repregents a set of topics assumed to bear

on collaborative activity in general. Each niai topic appears as a:sec...

tion.heading and each LCTEC is discussed separately relative to that

heading. Occasionally some general remarks appear at the beginning of, a

section and are meant to apply to each of the LCTECs: Abbreviations

are: SATEAC, San Antonio Teacher Education Advisory Council; DTEC,

Dallas Teacher' Education Center; WTTC, West Texas Teacher Center;

HTC, Houston Teacher Center; and FWTC, Fort Worth Teacher Center.

B. LCTEC AUTHORITY, GOALS AND INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP

Authority As already noted in Chapter 1, Section B, SB 8 requir.ed

1. Limitations important to the material found in this chapter are discussed
in Chapter 2, Sections A and C..

-20-
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that student teachingcenters be set up to involve at least one university

and One independent school distript. The state board standards officially

designate such centers as'LCTECs and in addition require that the local

professional association be involved in the governing structure. By

virtue of its TCIES funding, an LCTEC is required to involve the regional

Education Service Centers and the "community" in governance:

The minimal operational requirements for an LCTEC is that it have

a board consisting of some mix of representatives from the five groups

involved in governance; that this board meet on some regular schedule;

and that the board review, prior to submission to TEA for apProval, any..

proposed, new, or altered teacher education programs developed by its

college members.

SAN ANTONIO

Goals2 The purpose of SATEAC is to coordinate staff development

efforts and improve the quality of teacher training and classroom pet-
_

formance among colleges, universities, school districts, professional

associations, and the Education Service Center of Regi n 20.

a. Constituencies Represented Five consti encies are

involved in making up an advisory council of sixteen p rsons. The member

institutions are: the five universities/colleges in the an Antonio. area

(three Roman Catholic institutions, ,Incarnate Word, ur Lady of the-Lake,

(

2.. This goal statement was extracted from the SA AC Constitution.
MOre specific objectives have been prepared by SATEAC.

-21- )5)
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and Saint Mary's); one private independent institution with a residual

relationship to the Presbyterian Chuich, Trinity College; -.and a new rapid-
?

growing campus of the University of Texas, the University of Texas at

San Antonio) each with one representative; thirteen of the fifteen indepen-

dent school districts of San Antonio which are at any moment represented

by five persons; the professional association (Texas State Teachers

Association, Region 20) represented by three personS; the regional

Education Service Center (Region 20) represented by one person; and the

"community" represented by two persons.

DALLAS

Goals-
3 DTEC was established in order to provide more efficient

4

eduCJional personnel for.an 'urban setting. Based on the assumption,that

no single institution or agency can prepare educational personnel, the

Teacher Center .is a cooperative effort of the Dallas Ihdependent School

District, area colleges and universities, an °education service center,

professional associations, and the community.

a. Constituencies Represented .Six constituencies are involved,

making up an advisory council of forty-five persons. The member insti-

tutions are: -seven colleges or universities, each with two representatives

(Bishop College, Dallas Baptist College, East Texas State University,

North Texas State University, Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical

University, Southern Methodist University, Texas Women's University);

3. This goal statement was extracted from a recent DTEC position
paper. It also lists more spedific objectiires and functions.

- -22- er).1
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the Dallas independent School District, With six representatives including

the directors of each of the fourArea Teacher Centers; pOfessional

ganizations with four representatives from. the Classroom Teachers of

Dallas, one from the Dallas Association of Paraprofessionals, and four

from the Dallas SchoolAdministrator's Association; community and business

organizations with five representatives; the EducationService Center for

Region 10 with two representatives; the Texas Education Agency with two,
representatives, and student teachers with seven rep.resentatives.

WEST TEXAS e,
v

Goals
4 The WTTC is formed in order that each member may have an

opportunity to share cooperatively in the design of preservice and in-

service teacher education programs. Members are the Amarillo, Canyon

4' and Hereford Independent %School Districts; West Texas Stale University;

the Amarillo, Canyon and Hereford Classroom Teachers AssoCiation;

Region 16 Education Service Center; community parent groups; Amarillo

College and representatives at large.

a. Constituencies Represented Five constituencies are involved,

making up an advisory council of fifteen persons. The member insti-
.

tutions are: West Texas State University with three representatives;

Amarillo College, one representative; Amarillo, Canyon and Hereford

ISDs, one representative each; the Classroom Teachers Association,

4. This goal statement was extracted-from the WTTC bylaws. More
specific objectives have been prepared by the WTTC.

3..



one representative from each_district; the Region 16 Education Service

Center, one representative; the community,, With one representative from

each district; and the public at lafge, one represeritative.

HOUSTON

Goals5 The major purpose of the Holiston Teacher Center is to

improve, the education of youth through improved education of those

persons working with them in the schools. The center advises the uni:-

versity, member school districts, and professional associations on

matters regarding teacher education, and recommends programs and

procedures for improving preparation programs.

a. Constituencies Represented SeveraLconstituencies inake up

a council of seventy members. They are the University of Houston with

twenty representatives; twenty different school districts with one or more

representatives each; twenty, professional organizations with a total of

twenty representatives; the regional Education Service Center, two rep--

yesentatives; the Texas Education Agency, one representative; and at least

five other organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce or school board

which may send one representative each.

From this large membership an Operations Committee'is elected.

Its eighteen members included five 'representatives of the Univetsity of

Houston; six from the different school districts; one each from five

5. This goal statement waa extracted from the 1974-75 revised proposal"'
for the Teacher Center project.
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professional organizations; one from the community and one student

teacher representative. The Operations Committee, not the council, will

be the advisory body described and discussed in this report..

FORT WORTH

Goals6 The major goal of the FWTC is to design and operate a

model Teacher Center. It intends to do that through such activities as

maintaining a resource center, developing a management system, facili-

tating the use of proven products, and conducting in-service meetings.

Constituencies Represented Five constituencies are involved,

making np an advisory council of thirteen persons. Members are the

Fort Worth school district, two representatives.; the regional ESC, one

representative; the Fort Worth School Administrator's Association

the F41 Worth Classroom Teachers Association, one representative each;

six differAnt u1-4.versities1 one representative each; aild the community,

two representatives.

Summarfbf Advisory Council Membership at Each LCTEC Table 2

on the following page summarizet the advisory council membership at
a

each local Teacher Center visited. The numerator in each cell shows the

total number of representatives from a given institution and the denominator

shows the total number of institutions or organizations df a given kind

taking part in Teacher Center activity.

6. This goal statement was extracted from the. First Quarterly Report,
FY 75, of the Fort Worth Teacher Center. ".
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.C. BYLAWS AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

SAN ANTONIO

The organization of SATEAC is quite simple, consisting of the

planning committee of sixteen members with an elected chairman and

vice chairman, and one of its Members, the BSC representative, designated

executive officer for a three year term. In general, SATEAC is a

loose confederation. Its decisions are not binding on its members without

their separate ratification. University members a ik\e 'specifically exempted

in the constitution from being bound by program decisions or recommen-

dations.

The present organization of SATEAC can best be under,ttood in his-

torical Context. One of itNharter representatives from a university

described it'as follows. About four ye.ars ago it became apparent that

student teacher centers would be mandated in Texas. The San Antonio

area colleges and school districts were concerned that such centers should

not simply proliferate as they might well do in San Antonio with its (then)

four colleges and fifteen school districts, if each center were to involve
ti

only one college and one school district. There *ould be enormous waste

if each college had to maintain a sep;'ate board for each school district.

At the same time it was felt that various sources of federal, money for

Teachei- Centers or renewal center would become available. In order

4
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to protect themselves against useless proliferatiOn'as well as to be in a

convenient pdisture to ,apply f fundOSATEAC.was formed pri9,,,r to the

enactment ofiSenate Bill,.8 with membership from all five constituencies.

The group never saw itself as an operating entity but, according to the

persons interviewed, as an executive council, a clearinghouse, a loose

coalition, or an umbrella organization, It wished to be and to remain in
so.

a flexible posture to accomodate and to exploit whatever developments that

would occur.

This essential structure 'exists at the present time. The SATEAC has

not come to grips with its organizational problems as these have emerged,

or with the,realities that have since become clear--that there would be

no federal funds for renewal centers, for example. SATEAC was designed

as a precursor organization bnt the body into which it was to metamorphoze

did n ot grow.

When a decision on leadership for the ITeacher Center needed to be

made most of the member agencies wanted the SATEAC site anc1 executive

officer to be on "neutral ground. " 'This_ seemed to be especially title

of the universities, none of which wanted the other universities to have

precedence. Apparently the most neutral ground was the Education Ser-

vice Center and, it is claimed, it was this consideI'ation that led to the
N ,

designation of the ESC director as executive officer.

SATEAC rer rains essentially undefined organizationally. The Teacher

Center concept is not yet clear (one respondent des,cfibed it as a "min-,

I

ceptual fog") and cannot serve, it is said, as a unifying the,me. Another

-28-
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respondent charadterized it as an "unholy alliance" in which the universities

agree to participate solely to protect their interests and to put themselves

in line for whatever funds might Se forthcoming. Now that it is apparent

that program review is largely pro forma (hence not too threatening) and
.4 0 2.4r1

-

that federal funds are not available, there seems to bkli stimulus for

further organizational development.

DALLAS

Tate DTEC underwent a reorganization in 1974. The Dallas Independent

School District was divided into.four areas., and one Area Teacher Center

was established in each. Each ATC has a full time director but there is

also an executive director who coordinates the activities and the programs

of,the larger structure called the Dallas Teacher Education Center, which
4 t.

includes the four area Teacher Centers. The executive director is.the
.

assistant superintendent for personnel development in, the Dallas Indepen-
, .,

'current DEC'I position paper put it, the per-

the Dallas school district supervises the

dent School District. As a

sonnel development arm of

operations of the Teacher Center and all persons interviewed more or,less
r , -

rt , ,

agreed that the Dallas school district was the dominant member of the
4 , ,k 7

a

; *.caluicil. The school district acts as the main funding source and pays

the salaries of kvy persons such aethose of the ATC directors.

Since 1969 the directorship of DTEC has 'changed almost'yearly. "The

current director iS the fifth person, to occupy that position °since 1969 and

this ha's created a certain lack of continuity from year to year. ' However,

the director in 1972-73; though not now formally a member of the advisory

I.
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council, continues to remain associated with DTEC as a consultant/special

assistant director of the competency-based teacher education project..

The desikonto decentralize into four Area Teacher Centers-was

made by the. superintendent of the Dallas schOO1 district. The idea,

apparently, as is usually the case with efforts at.decentralization, was to

bring the locus of decision making closer to the decision situations. At least

one respondent, however, maintained that the benefits of decentralization

are outweighed by its disadvantages--that the move to decentralize will

,hinciei the informal interaction among members that is so importarii

fostering cooperative activity among diffet.ent institutions. Indeed, one

theme Stressed by more than half of the prsons interviewed was that in-
3.

ormalinteraction_among advisory council members had been essential
1

to the Spirit of cooperation so far achieveg.
, .; _.

In addition to-its full time director; ertmliArea Teacher Center has a
. .

staff of master teachers available to call op, and work with preservice and
v ;i.lt.. *.

in-service personnel. A DTEC position notes that there are about
,

1 -;, is ',; V
, at .*6 , k -

fifteen college/university professors distr\ zbUtOron a full time basis across
\.... 1.1.y.1..t\

,--

the four centers. Their salaries are paid ie iat,..y the school district
4.:... ,

utilizing TC,TES funds. %,,, \ ~;-\-\.,

64 140 0. develop -The major thrusts of the Teacher Center an eyersonn;e ..""::-\,,;

ment department of the school, district are carriedVt.) rOugkxne work
. ! .`' s'-"s'

-,.,
.\W\ '.:??..

of each Area Teacher Center. In addition to responoogTO'r\ eqtl'*s from
-\.... ,\%., , \),:,\

local schools, eachArea Teacher Center is identified IA\t.' icertai.4
r., ,,,

.1 ... : \i ..,,NA . ? -..
1 - . ,
.. ,:.,, .1 ''',. k,' f

i"j':.:21.-: , t, . i
;, .,-.e.: ,,t ... i /,/ i ..-,
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thrust: Area 1 with refining the assumptions underlying competency-
.

based teacher 'education and developing an instructional strategy which

may be used to further.the acquisition of teacher competencies; Area 2°

with developing a managemait plan; Area 3 with strategies for the veri-
fication of teacher competencies; and Area 4 with the formulation of

assessment techniques, applicable to preservice education, which would

help determine- the extent to which student teachers have acquired certain

competencies. Although student teachers have usually worked under the
I

aegis of one given Area Teacher Center, tide hope is that next year it will

be possible to expose at least some of the student teachers to each Area

Teacher Center...1,

The advisory, council is divided into eight working committees. All

advisory council members serve on at least one committee. The committees

are Staff Development, Special Education, Zireservice Education, Para-

professional, Counselor Education, Career Education, Administration/

Supervision, and Organization. The Organization Committee is made up

of council officers and the_chairpersons of the other committees. There

are also approximately twenty-seven other persons Who serve on these

committees but w-ho are not council members. Each"committed prepares

and makes programmatic recommendations to the center council in its

area of etaphasis.

Other council officers are the executive director, already mentioned,

who is designated by the superintendent of schools, a vice chairperson

-31- .,)
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elected by the council from its membership, and.a secretary also appointed

by the superintendent. The secretary, along with an assistant, serves as

the operations director of the center. Both-the operations directorl and his

assistant are nonvoting members of the council. The executive director

of the center also acts as chairperson of the council.

The organization and structure of the Teacher Center are not cleat

to all of the persons interviewed. The rationale for decentralization was

apparently never publicly explained to the advisory council as a whole

and the frequent top echelon changes have created some confusion, or, as

one person put it, much "spinning of wheels. " One problem notedirx:

particular had to do with the role and effectiveness of the council corn-
.

-mittees. .1Ibt all respondents.were familiar with what those committees

they were not serving on were doing and what their assigned tasks were.

Nor .were all respondents able to articulate how the work of each committee

was tied to the goals of the center. Some respondents felt that as long as

recommendationS made by the committee did not require major policy

decisions, it was easy to have them brought before the council and

approved, but that when they did address policy they could not comfortably

-be brought before the council. For example,. a year ago the Parapro-

fessional Committee developed a plan'and a 'set of recommendations, but

for some unclear reason it was never brought before the council. The

chairperson of that committee resigned, apparently partly because of

frustr-ations

-32-
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The recently formed OrganizatiOn Committee has set itself the task'

Of clarifying what topics or issues need committees and what the official

task of\ach committee should be. As a first step, the Organization Corn-_,

mittee recommended in January 1975 that each committee prepare- 'a ,state-

went on its functions for presentation to the .council in May 1975,

that recommendation was approved..

-Part of the confusion surrounding the work and role of any given

committee may be related to how:closely it touches dominant themes

occupying the council. Though dealing with no less' important problems,
_

the Paraprofessional Committee may simply be overshadowed by the pre.:

service and in-service concerns that dominate much of present Teacher

Center thought. To consider how OraprofessionaLS might enter the pic-
-..

ture when.the place of teadhers12-4 tqaeher ,education. is not clear may be

too much tohandle at once;,. Some committees, however, ire obviously
. -

productive. The Preser-Vf6e Conainittee-, for example, has designed an
.

,application form to be_i!seg..by student teachers, and made up the coopers-

tive agreement betweerrthe-UniversitieslInd the school district. It has
,

_

also recently eXpan'ded itiniembership, and its work has clearly helped

to clarify and strengthen the relationship between the universities and

the schools. Nevertheless, reading the minutes of the past year4eaves
;

the impression that tfia council is still in the process of resolving some

basic organizational-IS-sues.

p
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WEST TEXAS

The central and most visible pertonalities in the WTTC have known
tr

each other and worked together for'many years. The present director of

the center was dean Of the College of Education at West Texas State Uni-

versity in 1969. The present dean preceded him as center director. -A.

previous interim dean had'been associated with Teacher Centers in Texas

sincetheir inception and in conjunction with the present WTTC director,

started Panhandle Educational Seivices Organization--the prototype of

the education service centers--in 1965. Thus, in one way or another,

these individuals have worked together at least since 1969, the year a TTT

grant celled for cooperation among the university, the school districts,

and the_ education service center.- The TTT effort gradually merged into

what is now called theTeacher Center as grants became more categorical.

Originally, the bylaws of WTTC required the director of the center

to be. the dean of the school of education. This was changed in April 1975

so that now a director is elected from the membership of the advisory

council for a two year term. One respondent said this change. represents

the belief that in a cooperative endeavor-anyone should be able to become

the director. However, another respondent said that the change in the

bylaws and probably also the actual selection of the director was deter-

mined by political conveniences and circumstances. Recently some top

management shifts have been madeat West .Texas State University and,

in the opinion of some of those interviewed, this las led to some changes

A
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affecting the collaborative efforts of the center. For example, the educa-

tion service center has traditionally taught a number of courses for which

teachers received credit at the university. Some respondents said that

now it is becoming increasingly diffidult.for teachers to obtain credit for
1-

sucifwork from the university. This may decrease the field-based teacher

education options available to all teachers.

The council's executive lommitteeis presided over by the chairman

of the council, and is composed of the center director, one representative

of the administration of each school district -(which happens to be the

superintendent in each case), the dean of the collge of education at
cc,

West Texas State University, the officers of the council (director, chair-

man, vice chairman and secretary) and one representative each from the

Classroom Teachers Association and d the Region 19 Education Service Center.

HOUSTON

The advisory board is made up of an eighteen member Operations

Committee, all members of the larger council, which is redponsible for five

major functionS: (1) ad:vising the University of Houston on teacher educa-

tion/certification programs; (g) proposing Teacher Center policy to the

larger council; (3) recommending criteria for the selection of supervising

teachers; (4) placing student teachers with supervising teachers; and

(5) in- service education for supervising teachers, The committee is

also expected to act on center matters between the biannual meetings, of

the council. The bylaws were developed by the Operations Committee'and

were revised and approved by the council in January 1975. According
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to members of the committee it is"they who actually carry out the purposes

of the project.

The council itself is responsible for maintaining. essential communi-

. cations and participation among members, making recommendations for

improving teacher education, and establishing general center policies.
-.-

Each school district represented on the, advisory board has a coordina-

ting committee which varies in size, from one school district to another;
-

members do not necessarily sit on the council. Each .6f these committees,

while subject to the administrative policies and procedures of its_-district,

is responsible for the operations of the Teacher Center's program in its

district. Responsibilities include keeping the school district and profes-

sional organizations informed on the nature of the preparation programs at

the University of Houston, -planning in-service programs and encouraging

participation, recommending settings for the placement of studenteacheA,

planning and implementing the use of SB 8 funds, prepafing recommendations

concerning the student-teachingspr am and other field'experiences,

and .coordinating the center with other centers that might exist in the

school district.

The bylaws also permit the council to appoint adhoc committees.

FORT WORTH

The bylaws Of this project were developed and agreed on when the

project was located at Telas Christian University in 1971 - ?3. The

nature of the project, the composition of the advisory board, and roles

,
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and functions have changed to the extent that the current members plan
-..........

to rewrite the constitution and bylaws of, the project, although no time

schedule has been set. The advisory body includes representativesi of:

all constituencies required by SB 8, the Revised Standards, and TCIES.

As is the case with many other local Teacher Centers, what is now the
e

Fort Worth Teacher Center was originally a TTT site, and later a TERC

site. Up to 1973-74 the grantee was Texas Christian University but then

the Fort Worth school district assumed this function. These changes
alb ,

have simply not yet found their way into the formal bylaws.

The center director serves as chairman of the advisory council and

as a member of the TCIES executive committee. He seems to serve as

the administrator and planner of center efforts, and communicated

regularly with center personnel and advisory council members. In

addition to the director, there is also a coordinator and part time evalua-

tor. Committees are formed as necessary, but at present there is just

one standing committee, the Committee for the Development of Profes-

sional Competencies in Teaching.

Four Teacher Center sites are operated by the Fort Worth project,

each occupying some space in a different school. These locations house

resource material and provide facilities for in-service training and meetings
-s

for supervising teachers and university faculty.

_ -37-
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D. MEETINGS: NUMBER, ATTENDANCE AND-PURPOSE

SAN ANTONIO

The SATEAC board meets quarterly bUt special meetings can be called,

such as the one scheduled for June 1975. for self evaluation of the advisory

body, Attendance at meetings varies according to the different groups

making up the advisory council. The education service center represen-
t

tative always attends and the five university representatives attend almost

every session. School district attendance has been spotty. Of the three

representatives of the Texas State Teachers Association, only tworattend

regularly. The community members pair; the PTA representative is

almost always present while the school board representative is almost

NN always absent. 41%

The only mandated purpose for these meetings is that of program

revie Regular meetings seem to be divided into several topics, inclu-

ding
. .

sharmg of individual information and experiences, program review,

program description (the colleges taking turns in describing. their teacher

education programs), organization development (seleevaluation, for example,

and discussions of ongoing activities:* such as a needs assessment program).

DALLAS
C

C

Four council meetings were held for the 1974-75 school year, with

slightly more than half of the total of forty-five members and from eight

/ to twenty-four visitors in attendance at three of the four meetings.

Committees are expected to meet as necessary. Although no data on the
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frequency of committee meetings

that most of the committees have

were available, council minutes show

met at least once. The colleges and

universities are always well-represented, as is the Dallas school district

Only one of the three professional organizations represented missed two

of the three meetings for which attendance data were availWale. Of five

'different agencies representing the

two or three of the three meetings.

represented.

community and business, three missed

Student teachers are always well-

In this A in the other Teacher Centers the council serves the function

of reviewing preservice programs. Council minutes from three of the

four meetings show the following kinds of_business: election of officers,

scheduling of future meetings, review of a committee report on a coopera-
.

tive agreement between the university and the school district, authorization

for committees to proceed with certain work (such as the development of

a due process procedure for student teachers by the preservice committee),

discussion of a committee report on guidelines covering the admission of

new members to the council, reports on conferences attended, reports on

progress with competency-based teacher education, matters of internal

organization such as the formation of new standing committees, reports

from standing committees, and discuSsion of a committee report on policies

and procedures governing the preservice teaching program. Two of the

a

meetings were one hour long and one lasted an hour and,a half.

WEST TEXAS

During the time interval January 1974 - April 1975 the advisory

r-
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Council met three times, only twice during the 1974-75 school year. 'The

executive committee is said to have met about as Often, usually just prior
y..."

to the council meeting. .

Attendance varied from six to ten fibers out of a total of fifteen.

At least one representative fror each ofthe.major partners was always

present.

Minutes of the three meetings showed them to be devoted to the follow-
.

ing kinds 61
, topics: revision of the bylawp approving the submission of

proposals, (to establish a bilingual education program, for example, and an

evaluation system for competency-besed teacher education graduates, ,

cussion pf the feasibility of at least a temporary expansion of Teacher

Center activities to include additional school districts, discussion of

certification programs atthe university, discussion of new degree programs,

and election of officers. The meetings appeared to last about an hour.

HOUSTON

The full council meets twice a year, the last meetingcha-Ong' been

held in January-1975. The Operations Committee meets once each month

or as heeded; although a meeting of the committee had been held early

in May, a second one, was scheduled for mid-May to discuss several

pressing matters that had arisen prior to the end of tiie school year.

According to the bylaws the' coordinating committees in each school

district are' supposed to meet as needed with a minimum of once per

semester. No formal attendance data for the meetings of the advisory

-40-
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board or different committees were collected. One Operations Conirnittee

meeting was observed in which thirteen of eighteen members were
4

present. Also the executive officer stated that attendance is generally

good at board and Operations Committee meetings.

FORT WORTH

Meetings are generally held monthly and also as needed. In May 1975,

for example, there were meetings two weeks in a row so:that a newly-
,

prepared special document on..the development of professional competency

in teaching could be carefully reviewed

A sample of minutes of past meetings show that eight or' nine of the

thirteen members, if not °more, generally attend. Communication about

these meetings is said to have improved since the current Teacher Center

director took office. According to one respohdent, advisory council members

had hot previously been given sufficient =dice as to dates, times and locations.

Meetings of the advisory council are devoted to fulfilling the mandated

functions of'SB 8 and TCIES. Members discuss and review such topics as

Teacher enter expenditures, new preservice teacher, preparation pro-

grams from member universities, and new program ideas for in-service

training. The original Teacher Center project was to develop a competency-

based teacher education program and this still seems to be the intent

of advisory council members, some of whom are strong representatives

on the council's Committee for the Development of Professional Comper

tencei in Teaching. Other meeting purposes suggestei by those interviewed

'T



were "for public relations purposgs--to be seen by the educational c

as being Cooperative, interested," and "Teacher Center meetings

and activity make people work together,.. on student teaching and that's

important... but it's alSO secondary--the long range need is to upgrade

skills of.in-service teachers and the way.to begin is to work with the

supervising teathers."

E. EXECUTIVE ilESaUIRCES -AND ROLES
4

SAN ANTONIO

The' executive director of Region 20 Education Service Center, who is

also the direCteir of SATEAC,, deyoted as Much time as p sible to,s$A.T4C

administration. This time, however, is not ...eirnbursed bill is taken from

his Regiori 20 time and resourcesti In addition, the education service

'Oenter provides in-kind support in the form of meeting space, secretarial

help and materials, as needed by` the Teacher Center project. TCIES

funds are used to support a small portion of staff time on the Needs Assess-

ment Project (both education service center personnel and outside consul-
.

tants) and computer time.

The board has a chairman and vice chairman but their roles are pro

forma and apparently are limited to chairing board meeting's. The execu-

tive officer of SATEAC attempts to be the implementer of SATEAC

board action decisions. In this regard he is sometimes perceived as over-
.

stepping the bounds of his delegated authority. For example, after the

board had reached consensus to proceed with the needs assessment project,
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A

the executive officer solicited TCIES funds and support, hired outside

consultants, and approved their design. At the next board meeting the

design was 'promptly challenged on the grounds that the board had not

approired these action steps. While the Needs Assessment Project proceeds_
*.Papace, theassues raised by the decisive action on the part of the executive

officer remain both unsettled and unsettling. A second example is found -*

0

in his decision to submit_th the Texas' Education Agency excerpts of board

°minutes dealing with partihmlar program reviews. One university mem-

ber. viewed this action ag "unauthorized and unwarranted" intervention in

. a university-Texas Education Agency negotiation and may demand officially

that'this practice cease.

DALLAS

As already noted, the executive director- of the Dallas Teacher.

U Center (who is also the assistant superintendent for personnel

development in the Dallas school district) acts as chairperson of the

council. He is appointed by the superintendent of schools, as is the

secretary of the council. ACcording to the bylaWs, the

with his assistant,, serves as the operations director o

secretary, tong

filhe Teacher Center.

The secretary transcribes minutes of the meetings, reproduces materials,

and distributes agendas of meetings. He is available to prepare the

minutes of committee meetings although some committees do that on their

awn.

It seems that the Dallas school board sets policy and that the council

-4a.-
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serves in an advisory capacity. All respondents would probably agree that

the school district, while it may consider the input from the council, never-

theless determines the focus of the Teacher Center. Two respondents

pointed out that the procedure for the appointment of the director of the

Teacher Center was never subjected to debate at a ,council meeting.

Rather, it simply appeared in the bylaws. One respondent, while agreeing

that the council is not a rubber-stamp, nevertheless stressed 9ak it ,did

not seem to be as autonomous as it was some years ago. Both respondents

associated the loss of autonomy with the decentralization into foil'. Teacher

Centers and with the school system's increasing executive control. One

person felt that when the Teacher Center first its director was

"chosen" by the school administration and the council. This first

procedure changed to one in which the sUperintendent suggested who Should

be named director then to the present state of affJirs,in which the school

district simply makes the appointment. Apparently the council also had

no input into the selection of the Area Teacher Centers or their directors.

In that sense, then, executive control is seeQto rest firmly in the hands

of the Dallas school district.
k

The Teacher Center has a secretary available to help out with

logistical problems, but three respondents stressed the need for greater

and more efficient executive resources. There was some confusion onand

point, however, since it was not always possible to distinguish

.'between the ,personnel needs of the larger Teacher Center as opposed to
.
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those of the Area Teacher-Centers. In any case,' the need to strengthen

two executive roles--implementers and coordinators--was stressed.

As implementers, personnel is needed to carry oirt ideas or activities

formulated at the Area Teacher Centers or in committee. There is also

the need to find better ways of making what ha.ppens at council meetings

known to the constituents of the different groups represented. Whether or

not this happens, and,how well it is done, seems at present to depend

entirely on the limited energi0 of the individual representatives them-
.

selves. (Whether or not representatives are thosen with this latter function

in mind was not known by the respondents.) As coordinators, personnel

is needed to strengthen rheeting probedures and communications among

council members. For example, a meeting room must be prepared,

announcements of meetings and agendas must be sent out in time, and

sufficient parking places must be available on meeting dates.

WEST TXAS

The executive committee meets separately from the advisory council;

\ it considers recommendations and other administrative matters to be

brought before the advisory' council. One respondent described the

executive committee as a "sounding board" for issues later presented to

the large group. It was asserted that most decisions are madeot the

executive committee level and then, at the advisory council meetings,

merely discussed further and ratified.

The structure of the executive committee and its role in decision making
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clearly place community d bilimess representatives in a reactive role.

-One respondent pointed out that the situation prevents these representatives

from grasping fully the issues involved, 'and, consequently, their proper

and called-for involvement must wait until the major partners have

settled their differences. All respondents would probably agree that the

input of teachers, the community, and business is not as great as it should

be, or as one person said, as it will be.

It appears that both the college of education and the education service

center are relied upon for executive resources such as space, telephone,

secretarial time: and logigtics support.

HOUSTO

The bylaws call for the University of Houston to "asbume initiative

in developing and improving teacher education and Teacher Center Opera-

tion. " The executive officer or director of the Teacher Center is selected

by the University of Houston. He fills several roles,. including ;those of

project administrator, project spokesman for lay and professional public
/rel Lions), and proposal minter. He delivers technical assistanbe to

/ 0/
, area school districts, such as in program planning or needs assessment,

and, in addition, serves as an associate dean of the College of Education at

the University of Houston. His two secretaries assume the secretarial

burdens associated with the Teacher Center. The University of Houston pro-

vides meeting space for the Teacher Center project.' About One-fourth of

the faculty of the College of Education at the University of Houston are

. involved in the Teacher Center in some way, e.g., coordinating field-based

training or in meeting the needs of the Hou'ston. schools.
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FORT WORTH

The present director of the Teacher Center assumed his position in

March 1974. He also serves as director,of teacher education for the Fort .

Worth school district, as chairman of the Teacher Center advisory council,

and is on the TCIES executive committee.- One of his predecessors also

served on the advisory council. The part time project evaluator! from the

same university, frequently attends advisory council meetings. .Although

these people do not carry official executive roles, their influence over their

university colleagues was noted and they appe ed to form a kind of univer-

sity executive committee of the council.

There is also a Teacher Center coordinatcr, referred to as the

executive officer in some documents, whO serves as secretary to the

advisory council and carries out the day-to-day communications and opera-

tions for the project. In addition to her Teacher Center functions, she, is

an individually- guided eduCation facilitator, and she has been involved in

different capacities in elementary and secondary schools in Fort Worth and

other school districts throughout the state that have adopted this individualized

educatian_program.

Executive resources are drawn from SB 8 and TOIES funds: ',There is

a full time secretary at the Elder site, which is used for Teacher Center

activities. In addition,, the project director's secretary also does Teacher

Center work. The edtitation service center shares equipment, materials,

and personnel with the Teacher Center.
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F. FUNDS

The mandates establishing local cooperative teacher education centers--

SB 8, HR 240, the Revised Standards, and TCIES-- provided limited support for

the operation of the Teacher Center efforts. SB 8 ensures that a school

district participating in a local Teacher Center will receive $250 per -

student teacher placed in that independent school distr.-lat., Of this sum,

hoWever, $200 is earmarked as a salary increment to the supervising

teacher. The remaining $50 is for use by the school district to meet the

costs incurred in providing such things as facilities for student teaching.

The Revised Standards do not involve any funds and TCIES support comes

as a result of a proposal submission and review process.

None of the mandates establishing local Teacher Centers provided for

operating or maintenance funds of any size; it was apparently assumed

that the costs of operating local Teacher Centers would be met by offset

funds from -current expenditures. But this procedure does not account

for board expenses,and overhead, the need to_maintain a central office

or administrative and staff support, postage, or telephone. SeverSi sites

have taken action to meet their needs. The Fort Worth Teacher Center,

for example, receives-support for its local Teacher Center facility

through ith.Elder_site and the' salaries of the project coord-

inator and secretary come from TCIES funds; the Houston Teacher Center

has voted to establish a special account into which will flow 60 percent

of the $50 per student teacher allocated each school district as a result of
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SB 8 requirements, which is expected to amount to about $30, 000 per year

in operational funds.

SAN ANTONIO

It is immediately evident that SATEAC has no sources of core opera-

tional support, although / does have about $20, 000 of TCIES funds for
..,

- .
. l

*the 19:74-75 year. These funds are designated for what may be the only

current program activity: the student needs assessment project. A portion

of these funds pays the half-time salary of an education service center

staff member (who devotes most of this half-time to the needs assessmenti.
project) and also provides assistance to the,eXecutive officer. It seems

likely that the Teacher Center will submit a proposal to TOMS for some

funds for fiscal year 1976, but.the nature of the proposal was not clear at
.

the time the interviews were conducted.
D

The lack of core operational support may well be setting up an
. .

important executive imbalance. At SATEAC extra leverage has gone to

whatever agency wished to and was in a position to provide operational
,.

resources, in this case,' the education service center. While the board

members may well be gratified by the education service center's willing-
.

ness to assume this burden, they pkgbably also feel at a disadvantage to

the center becaus of it. It was impossible for the executive officer to
I

provide an estimate 6cthe actual costs incurred by the Region 20 Educa-.

tion Service Center in stiRport of SATEAC, but indications are that the

I.)
.1

costs are sizeable.
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DALLAS

DTEC's funds are drawn from state and federal grants or projects

or from local (school district) general operating funds. The sources for

1974,75 are: TCIES, _$53,285; Emergency School Aid, $255,116; Student

Teacher Project, $105,251F; Title I ESEA, $184, 139; Career Opportunities

Program, $31, 588; and local (i.e., school district), $209, 100 for a total

budget of $838, 478. In each case, between 88 and 96.percent of the funds

'are expended on personnell_ one assistant superintendent, foul- Area

Teacher tenter directors, two secretaries, six half-time university

coordinators, twenty-one resource teachers, three coordinators, 421

supervising teachers, one specialist, one consultant, and nine clerical

staff. The balance is expended on instructional Services, supplies/

matetials, and contracted services.

. When asked what major constraints hampered the operation of the

Teacher Center, most respondents immediately referred to the lack of

resources, especially money. For example, budgetary constraints in

Dallas are making Teacher Center members wonder whether the "district

is going to keep all of us.." Since further support- from TCIES was con-

sidered slim around the time of the interviews, it was questionable whether,
. ,

funds would be\available to support the work of faculty members in the

school system, an essential part of the collaborative effort. Some

respondents saw this as a test of the universities', commitment to Teacher

Centers, for many universities had not yet committed their own resources

,r3
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to the idea. Thus, in this view, if little or no outside money becomes

available, universities will have to pay professors out of their own bud-

gets to work in the schools, a condition which will, indeed, test their

commitment.

WEST TEXAS

The lack of a stable financial base for the Teacher Center was

identified as one of its major constraints by most of those interviewed.

Whatever money is available comes through grant proposals, a condition

which, it has been noted, sometimes restricts autonomy. One solution

offered was that the Teacher Center get state fundS or be put on a special

formula similar to the one used for the education service centers*

The only funds expended by the .WTTC in 1974-75 were those received

from TCIES--about $24, 000. That money was used to support some of

the activity of the Humanistic Approach Project and a follow-up evalua-

tion of students that completed their teacher education program at the

university.
SI IN*r

H TON

Funds for 19.74--75 's local Teacher Center came from the

Houston Independent School pistri , the University of Houston, TCIES,

and the new special Teacher Center a count described previously. The

proposed 1974-75 budget called for pro sion of $11,387 by the Houston

school district, almost $3, 000 of which as ccmtinuation.funds from 1973-74.

The University of Houston provided $24, 787. The TCIES funds available
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for 1974-75 through the Teacher Center project were $42, 602, of which

$30,518 were continuation funds from 1973-74.7

For 1974-75 the total Teacher Center budget will approach $78, 746.
4t*,

The Teacher Center budget notes for 1974-75 indicate that there are many

in-kind contributions and other resources being allocated by the coopera-

ting school distriCts and the University of Houston. The amount of support

generated through the new special Teacher Center "account was not included

in the 1974-75 budget.

FORT WORTH "

In 1974-75 the Fort Worth Teacher Center received funds from the

Fort Worth Independent School District, from one of th ix participating

institutions of higher education, from the Region 11 Education Service

Center.and from TCIES.

The Fort Worth school district contributed $17, 400, and Texas

Christian University supplied $14, 544. Of the remaining five universities

participating in the local Teacher Center, three--North Texas State .

University, Texas Women's University, and Texas Wesleyan College\
made tentative commitments to provide $3, 500, $6, 000, and $3,840,

respectively, to the local Teacher Center. This $13, 340 is to be negotiated

with the universities. The Region 11 Eduhktion Service Center provided

. $2,000 for the Teacher Center effort and TCIES granted the Fort Worth,
Teacher Center $28, 080. In addition to the 1974-75. TCIES funds, the

project had an additional. $12, 677 in carryover funds from TOES, so that.,

7," Due to prolonged negotiations with the Office of Education regional office,
TCIES, and the University of Houston, it appears that not all of the $42, 602
wilrbe received by the project during 1974-75.
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the total contribution of TCIES was $40, 757. If all university budgets were

committed, the total operating budget for the Fort Worth Teacher Center

would be $85, 561 in 1974-75.

The balance of power or influence on the Teacher Center advisory

councilmaybe directly, related to the differences in levels' of support

provided by member universities to the project. As noted previously,

some university representatives indicated that Texas Christian University

has a strong role on the council. As this university supplies about one-

fourth of the nonfederal budget for the proJect, it seems logical that this

funding situation affects the roles and relationships of council members.,

G. PHYSICAL FACILITIES

SAN ANTONIO

There is no SATEAC site or set of physical facilities. Board meetings,

which represent the only assemblage of SATEAC personnel, are held in

the. conference room of the education service center. Some suggestions

have been made that the meeting place be rotated among the various

member institutions but no formal action in support of this notion has been

taken.

DALLAS

The DTEC is located in the personnel development resource center,

which is part of North Dallas High School. ThW building is a large one-

room structure separated from the high school and subdivided into offices

and storge space for curriculum resource materials. An open area
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contains chairs and tables, and is used for advisory council meetings.

The Teacher Centers for Ared.s 1, 2, and 3 also have a definite

location, each one being part of a different elementary school. The Tea-

cher Center for Ai-ea 4 is located in a community learning center.
. 4, ,

WEST TEXAS

.,.There is no particular site or facility for this Teacher Center either::.

Meetings of the advisory board are held in different locations at West
$

Texas State University. Presumably the service center is also used
A ,

when necessary.
0. .

HOUSTON

The offic s of the Teacher Center director and his secretary l staff.
1 are located on the fourth floor of the College of Education at the University

of Houston. These offices occupy approximately one - fourth of the entire
if

floor of this contemporary building. The carpeted, open space area set

off by partial dividers, is shared with other organized activities such as

a Teacher Corps competency-based teacher education project. Teacher

Center activities also take place at other offices and meeting rooms at

the University of Houston and at a school building in the Yates pyramid

of schools (called the MacGregor Center). /

L

FORT WORTH

There is a large portable classroom adjacent to the Elder elementary

school, which is part of the original pyramid of schools served by the

project. It houses the Teacher Center coordinator and her secretary and

754=
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isiused for such activities as meetings and workshops. The director's

office, however, is in the central administration building of the Fort

Worth school district.

Thtee additional sites for Teacher Center activity are located in

Fort Worth schools. In each case a classroom has ben turned over to

the center; it is used to store materials, and for in-service and preservice

seminars.

H. SELECTION, TENURE, ORIENTATION AND RESOURCES OF MEMBERS

SAN ANTONIO

Selection No specific data on the selection mechanism for members

Owere obtained. The rule seems to be that members are selected and

appointed by the agencies they represent. The colleges send their

education deans or department chairmen; school districts send their

superintendents or associate superintendents for curriculum and instruc-

tion, apparently with some kind of rotation to spread the five slots among

the thirteen districts. The education service center' sends its executive

director, and the PTA and the County Sc,hool Board Association select
,t

community repres6ntatives by their own criteria. The professional

representatives are nominated by the Texas State Teachers Association;

in 1975 they elected to send a classroom teacher, a superintendent, and

a dean of boys.

'Tenure There seem to be no fisted rules on tenure. Operationally,

there is turnover in all except the university representation sometimes

on an annual basis. This has given the universities- an advantage in
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is accumulated experience.

'Orientation There is no formal on tion to the work of the board,
.

althoug several members noted that muc meeting time is devoted to

program 'description for the'sake of uninformed memters. TCIES funds

have been used to take the board to an exemplary Teacher Center operation

in West Virginia. It was felt that this trip made a considerable contri-

bution to the board's thinking.

Resources No resources are available from the member groups

except such time as the individual representatives can and will devote to

SATEAC affairs. The education service center, as has been noted, does

provide core operational support for SATEAC.

DALLAS

,y Selection The bylaws state that institutional membership will be

continuous and that participating institutions -will select their own

representatives. They also direct the council to select community organi-

zations
.

each year. and invite those-selected tochoosetheir own represen-

tatives.

This wording seems' to make a distinction in status between the

community organizations and the other members of the council. One

person interviewed asserted that the school district had in fact selected
t$

the organizations which Were to serve on the council, and the council then

simply accepted them. In at least one case, a member.of.a community/

business organization was approached and asked to serve on the council

r.
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as a representative of that organization. In this one situation at least,

the organization did not choose its own representative. It was said that

there were specific reasons fol having chosen each of the community/

business organizations for membership on the council. The police depart-

ment, for example, was selected because of its close association with
r .

.the alternative schools. /
Another respondent asserted that the chairperson of one of the corn-

,:

mittees was somehow appointed to that position even before having joined

the committee. It was also reported that the presidents of professional

associations are automatic members of the council but that they may appoint

others to serve in their place. One respondent was not sure whether the

chairperso,p of the council was elected or appointed to the position.. Some

respondents were not able to articulate any specific criteria for the
-,.

selection of any of the members, but others said that it was clear that

the school district waniecrto have members on the council who would speak

their minds and push for what they believe. It thus appears that there is

an informal selection and appointment mechanism operating in addition

to the formal one. .Probably in an effort to clarify the matter, one of

.

the council cOmmittees has recently worked up a set of criteria and

guidelines covering the admission of new members.

Tenure 'One respondent noted that there has been a fair amount of

change in - council membership but that a nucleus of members has remained.

The university membership has perhaps been the most consistent. The
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membership of the professional associations is said to change relatively

frequently as their presidents change. The decentralization to four Area

Teacher Centers and the frequent change of center directors has also

caused an instability in the key school district membership.

Orientation No formal orientation appears to be given to co-ormil

members but the hand-picking of many of the members suggests that they

are informed about the activities and purposes of the council. In prepara-

tion for the 1974-75 activities the director of the center and others visited

the schools of education of surrounding colleges and universities in order .

to_explain the center and obtain-interest and support.

Systematic or routine orientation of members may be ndeded, however.

One respondent emphadizenhat "people don't believe their input is

really wanted " and a thorough orientation to their role might construc-
4 (

tively deal with such beliefs. Some impatience was expressed with people

who "still don't understand." While it was felt that member organizations

"do their homework" there seem to be distinct differences in level of

awareness among different members.

Resources An interesting and valuable resource is the cross-

institutional experience brought to the local Teacher Centers by a number

of university and school district representatives. Three of the persons

interviewed have extensive experience in both the school district and

the universities. It wa pointed out that being familiar with and accepted

1by at least the major cultures represented on the advisory council can
4

have invaluable results in promoting collaborative activity.

c
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subsequent activities.

Two respondents were not entirely clear what the full scope of the

membership of the council was and did not know how to tell when the full

council was present. One member recalled that'on one opiasion he noted

another person being present and involved in the discussion, but was not

clear whether he was a member and if so what group he represented.

Resources The service center brings a particularly well-de-yelped
N

materials resource center to the Teacher Center. It also seems to have

established an extensive service network and to have become well-known

in the surrounding school districts. Thus it is in a good position to help

implement and strengthen Teacher Center work. As in the case of Dallas

many of the principal actors at West Texas bring considerable experience

to the council with_egelmiberks`institutional.cultures. It seems beyond

ques-tion that this has facilitated communication and understanding among

the major council members.
\

HOUSTON 1/4\

Seleotion As already noted, the director of the center is appointed
\ \' \

by the. University of Houston. Appointment Of.snembers of the Operations

Committee is done at the discretion of each of -,i,he*istitutl,ons'T.nd
,,, 'i-t , . , i

organizations involved. , k.,.
''' '1,1"N.

. \i' i1 -4'
Tenure Each member organization determin'es ,the term or:' ser ice

..;-
' \.

:..,
for its representative. The bylaws do not mention the durationktsf service

' A
.

".:
' !

for representatives from the university and professional Organizations,
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saying simply that they serve at the pleasure of the institution. Interviews,

however, reveal that representatives from both these organizations

usually serve for long periods of time. With the'exception of Houston,

no school district is to be represented on the Operations Committee by

both the school digtrict and profes.sional association simultaneously. The

terms of office are limited to two years and the members rotate. The

Houston school district thus appears to be "permanently" on the board.

Orientation Interviews show that orientation for new Members is

informal and the Teacher Center arector tends to inform new members

about the project. It does not seem that the TOES project is understood by the

OperatOns Committee members int erview ed nor do they seem to be aware of the

,historical relationship between TCIES and the Houston Teacher .Center.

Resources The University of Houston provides facilities and materials

such as video equipment to the project. The main contribution of the school

district is the SB 8 funds. Both school district and university make

personnel available to the center. As mentioned previously, in January

1975 the advisory board voted to establish a special Teacher Center account

to be "administered by the Operations Committee." Money from this

account is u ed under the signature of the executive director. The funds

represent a 60 percent cut of the $50 per student teacher that comes from,

the state t each member school district. At $30 for approximately 1100

student teachers, this total amounts to about $33, 000. The remaining

$20 out f each $50 stays with the school districts.

.r?
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The executive officer, of course, brings to his job substantial exper-

ience and ability in the area of teacher education, but he is also respected

for his leadership skills and his abilities as a political strategist. Al-
,

though characteriz.ed by some as "passively aggressive, " teachers appear

to regard him as helpful and interested in their, cause. He has given

teachers a lot of help with need6 assessment and in locating consultants

for in-service programs. He seems to treat teachers with great respect;
;

they believe he genuinely considers them as professionals and will aid

.them in gaining more control of teacher training and certification. Other

university representatives are also respected for-the knowledge and infor-
-

/nation they can contribute and for their administrative skills, which

involve the placing of student teachers in the schools. They also contriblite

skills in proposal writing and knowledge about federal and state funds

likely to be available to support Teacher Center effOrts. School district

representatives, on the other hand, are experienced administrators and

knowledgeable about political matters.

FORT WORTH

Selection The method of selection and appointment of members to

the board is not clearly described in available dOcuments. It appears
/..

that the advisory council votes on whether to admit new institutions or

organizations to membership on the Council, and then the institutions or

organizations themselves select. their representatives.

Tenure Some council xrimbers-have been on the board since 19'7.0,
;

1

i .4
. -7162-
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when the project was associated with TT. The original Teacher Center

director has been with the counc since its inception, as has one of the

community representatives. education service center representative

has been involved for at lelst two years. The length of involvement of the

member universities other than Texas Christian Uhiversity varies from

two years tca. few months; that is, the University of Texas at Arlington

joined the Teacher Center in the fall of 1974. The center coordinator

(from the school district) has been involved in the project since at least

1972 while the present director joined the project and the council in

March 1974. The length of term of council members seems to be open-

ended.

Orientation Thoughno formal orientation seems to exist, it may not

be necessary because of the longevity of the members. Newer members

`, seem to have gained their information and understanding of the project

Resources The matter of resources available for the FWTC was not

forinally resolved as of the,sPring of 1975. Although the sum of university

t. contributions to the project is yet to be committed, the project does have
-,

M

,

Fort Worth school district, Texas Christian University and education

service center support for instructional materials, staff; and travel.

The,unresolved university financial aid is to be used to compensate

professors participating-in the Teacher Centel.

The apparent resource question that seems unique to Fort Worth and
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will eventually have to be addressed is: what resources will be used for

core operational support when TCIES ceases to provide the project aid

for a full-time cooiinator, a secretary and a part-time internal evaluator?'

I. ROLES OF THE PARTNERS

In this section a number of comments will first be made relative to

the traditional roles of council partners and the consequent political forces

for conflict, with some suggested rewards that, it may be argued, would

accrue to the different members as a result of their collaboration. This

will be done under the subheadings of stereotypes and rewards below and

will.apply to each of the 'local Teacher Centers studied. Each local Teacher

Center will then be discussed in turn with comments on these topics and
a

others as. may seem appropriate.

Stereotypes

a. Colleges and universities -- historically have been in charge
. f

of preservice education. They have enjoyed a certain measure of autonomy

in this area which is hard for them to relinquish. Over the years the impres-

sion has developed that professional teacher trainers know more about what

preservice education should consist of and how it should be designed than

do practitioners. The university, with its ivory tower image, is, considered

to be intellectually removed from the practical concerns of daily life.

Ther',e has been a traditional separation between field-based and campus-

based programs. Professors are thought to be reluctant to "get their

hands dirty" and are considered to be somewhat inexp erienced in
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administrative and political realities. They are rewarded for their publi-

cations rather than for their project work, direct service, or attention to

existing educational problems in the schools. They do not receive the same

rewards for team accomplishment as Rdr individual efforts for which they

can claim total or primary credit.

Practitioners tend to blame universities for the "irrelevant" pre-

paration they receive and generally feel that schools of education have not

made very effective contributions to the problems of education. Many feel
.

that the interests of the.unwersities do not necessarily coincide with

those of the local community. The board of governors of a university is

not likely to be made up of local citizens, and is therefore likely to espouse

a philosophical outlook and interest different from that prevalent in the

local community. Also, the legal and fihancial basis of the university

does not make it directly accountable for the successes and failures of the

public schools.

b. Independent School Districts historical* have lacked

involvement in teacher education. Their functiOn has been associated with

the education of children and youth and pot with the preparation of teachers.

In Texas, teachers are considered pre'pared for their job on a lifetime basis

once they have graduated from an approved Texas college or university. The

renew,ing or updating of teaching skills has usually not been scheduled into

the typical school day in any systematic way. Little if any, time is formally.

set aside for teachers to prepare their claSSroom lessons. Individual

kr :
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teachers generally feel that they have little power in determining the

'curriculum and materials to be used in their school. In fact, typically,

it is felt that decision making over such nitters need not include teachers.

Traditionally the social status of teachers is low. Finally, the school

system must be responsive to its local and national tax base and to its

gOverning body of lay citizens and is, consequently, set apart from the

universities, which are not as directly accountable to an identifiable body.
1-

c. Professional associations -7 have been involved in research

on teacher education and have set up committees to work on the difficult

task of setting professional standards. They have shown a commitment to

improve teacher preparation programs. Nevertheless, traditionally the
-

professional associations are considered to be politically oriented rather

than program oriented, and have a reputation for being more concerned

with promoting the welfare of their memberS than with improving their

professional skills.

d. COmmunity and business organizations -- are)considered .

ultimately:the people,to whom schools are responsible. That responsibility'

has never been well-defined nor has the role of the community been ektended ...,..:

, 43 dr d
sik

to_ deciding what should, happen in a classroom. Over the years and in this < ,

post industrial age the difference between what passes as education and

what society needs,and wants - -or ought to need and want--has become.

less and less clear, harder to define. Ilhas also become evident that
..there is no one community but many, ante that their values and beliefs may
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be sufficiently different to warrant thinking of them as different cultures.

The idea of America as a mosaic is gaining ground over that of America

as a melting pot.

The idea of school as a business or corporate enterprise has received

some support. The Bill of Rights has been brought into the classroom.

Enough specialists exist to claim a monopoly over almost any aspect of

organized education that one can think of. The role of the expert has

always been much admired even to the extent of accepting without doubt

the beliefs of professors and administrators, but that is gradually changing

too.

All these factors make it increasingly difficult to decide the what and

how and why of formal education and thus delineate the role of any par-

ticular group.

ka
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Rewards If the Teacher Center program were expanded

nationwide, each of the four, major member groups would conceivably

expect some rewards for their participation. Whether these rewards

would actually accrue remains to be seen.

a. Colleges and universities--would acquire a powerful lever

to effect change on their own campuses, constituting both a political

and conceptual force; they would share ideas and experiences with other

universities, especially in the area of the Texas Education Agency where

unofficial rules and regulations are said to be proliferating; and they

would stand together on common issues and concerns and generally be

better-informed. Their explicit and deliberate association with the

schools would make it easier to bring professional expertise to bear

on specific problems. After all, it would open for study the actual

topic that defines the interests of a school of education, namely, education

itself.

b. School districts -- would stand to gain better student teachers

and a better pool of potential employees, and would exert influence for

more responsive training programs, especially with regard to new roles

7- such as those of diagnostician, helping teacher, planner, futurist,

computer programmer, administrative coAflict manager, and evaluator.

School districts would have better access to a larger and wider range

of skills and resources. Instead of shouldering sole responsibility for

what has become a major social problem they could share it to their
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own advantage, and that of their*students with the very forces that they

would otherwise contend with.

c. .Professional associatiokls-- would gain a better understanding

of the educationarprocess, and draw on the reservoir of experience of

their members ill defining problems, priorities, andnew directions.

They would gain a political lever that would help them achieve their goal

of exercising greater influence in the areas of program accreditation

and certification, and in the status' and salaries of Vachers.

d. Community and business organisations --through represen-

tation in a Teacher Center, would help the education establishment

achieve the lifestyle the community desires. The Teacher Center could

become yet another organized way in which the goals and conduct of

education could be subjected to continuous discusdion and scrutiny by

all of society's different interests and points of view. The Teacher

Center could act as a forum through which the community could Affluence

the program approval process and thus influence the training of personnel.

Community members could also learn more about what is involved in

teacher education. By involving other institutions and the' community'

in educational problems, the schools would have additional opportunities

to get their ideas and procedures across to the very people they seek to

serve. This would surely result in a better understanding of what they

are seeking to do, and thus lead to the satisfaction derived from doing it

better.
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SAN ANTONIO

The role of each of the five groups involved in the SATEAC will be

considered.in turn. Statements made below are based on comments ma-de

by.respondents in the course of the interviews.

The colleges and universities play the leadership role in the group.

While they constitute only about one-third of the membership, they can-

trol, according to the executive officer, 90 percent of the decision-making

power,. mainly in the form of permitting actions to go, on by not exercising
0

veto power. Other informants indicated that despite this potential for

leadership, the Colleges opt for only a minimal program, exerting a

blocking tendency, for most nonmandated proposals. It is.b.sserted that

they take this posture to protect their interests and to avoid losing even

more power and control over the teacher gdueffiSn pi"ograms. Their

predominant characteristics are anxiety; a.nd a feeling of being threatened.
(

, The independent school districts tend to take a laissez faire posture.

They have, it is asserted, more important fish to fry and their spotty

attendance record bears this out. According to one informant the school

district did attempt to take a positive posture toward teacher education

through the operation of its own in-service programs when teachers

d'omp-lained that college, programs were hot responsive to their needs.'

The teachers found the school district'iprograms no more appealing, however, ,

and they were dropped. The school districts are now willing to Yet the

.center pick up thetraining role, but are cautious in the v$11Ly they are
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involving themselves. '

4 e

The role of the educational service centers is herd to assess. The
. .

executive officer claims that thii senvtee center is supportive of SATEAC

for "idealistic" reasons (generalimprovernent of education), and because

SATEAC can enlarge the rang& of services available to the clients of-

the-service center. Detractors of,the service center charge that the

executive officer's interest is- Lased upon presumed budgetary and,staffing

achrantages for the education service center:. There is not enough data

available to resplve this dilemma, or is there ever likely to be, but

Vs'there is no question of the service c,enter's geera.1 operational support.
I, . . -'

st
, .

The vole of, the Texas State Teachers Association is evolving.

Original lyy some respondents suggested its representatives were over-
. "a

awed by the.coLlege personnel and felt uninformed on teacher training

programs.r Now that the awe is dovin and the level of infortnqtion up,
. A

I , A A li,
4 i g , .

new agenda items are emerging. The association is seeking more

professional involvement in teacher. training, acdreditation,.. and Gertifi-

cation, possibly even to theeextent of having' its function vested in a

state board consisting of professional.peronnel. It is beginning to see.v

all local Teacher Centers as possible sources of leverage to this end

and also as channels for feedback on teacher echication issues'. It seems

likely that the professional representatives will become inpreasingly more
-

. . .. .
vocal and more power ful in SATEAC.

,
,, .
1 s ,
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, Finally, the community role is also changing. The interviews indi-

cated that the community representatives originally felt uninformed and .

unable to grapple with the issues at a sufficiently high professional level.

But experience is tending to alleviate these feelings. The chief note

with thp community is accountability. If poor teachers cannot be elimi-

nated once they are teaching, it is essential to eliminate them during the

training process, and SATEAc is a vehicle toward that end. In general,

however, the community representatives seem to be sympathetic and
_

supportive of change and view the SATEAC experience as an unusually

useY.11 feedback channel for information about schoots.

There seem to be at least five major areas of conflict:

1.Historical conflicts .exist which set university agairot university,

university against service center, service center against school district,

and Texas State Teacheis Association against the Texas Classroom

Teachers Association. Reason for these conflicts incAide the fact'-

that universities an)1 th\ &vervice center both have a legal in-service
.

mandate, different universities and professional associations compete
. ..

1 ,with each, other, ar school districts, especially fn large cities, seem to
.

%
..

...

. see the services offeied liy the servici center as inferior tthose they

could provide themselves. By state law, however, the school systems..

and the service centers are required to cooperate,. All these conflicts
0

9 ten d to be reflected in SATEAC deliberations. Members find it hard to

divest themselves of their historical loyalties in order to deal objectiyely
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with one another.

2. A certain amount of interuniversity competition also exists. The

area universities naturally compete for students.' They sego., to feel that
-11

the program review process unfairly requires them to giye away trade

secrets. They do not feel that they can get a fair and open CritiOe of

their programs from their competitors. For reasons of their own self-
"--

interest, they are not too critical, even if deServed, of the program
tr

proposals of their competitors, lest they be overly critical in return.

With five universities in the area effective competition for students

depends on creative and responsive programs. Ifcall programs are alike,

all students will eventually attend the University Of Texas at San Antonio

since it will have the lowest tuition. SATEAC will have to exercise cau-

tion to avoid pressing the universities into a common program, thereby

discouraging diversity.

1. The program review process is also an area of conflict. The,

universities naturally feel a great loss of autonomy, control and power

as a result of the-Texas Education Agency requirement that program

proposals be reviewed by the local Teacher Centers. This tends to, create

conflicts not only among the colleges but between the colleges and the
'

rest of the board. At SATEA'C the colleges feel especially threatened by

the practice of excerpting reports froM the minutes for the Texas Educa-
,

tion Agencyfi attention.

. 4. The service center was selected as a neutral ground, but its
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ability to provide operational binding has made it peculiarly unneutral.
.1.

At one time, ),t is asserted, it,,kas actually proposed that the service

center become the SATEAC. , While this effort was defeated there remain
I.. . ,

a number of bbard members who persistin ascribing to the service cen-
.,

3

ter the motivation of adopting the Teacher center for its own ends.
.

:5. A status conflict exists among the members of the board,.

especially between the colleges at one extreme and the professional and

community representation at the other. The colleges are seen as patronizing,

the professionals and community representatives as uninformed. Ob-Aously
; .

.
. is

this tends to prevent the center from receiving the conceptual and program i`
. .

,
;development skills the college people might bring as well as the "real

\ : world" practical skills which other members might bring.-
'

DALLAS

\ -:Most respondents were quick ro assert that an atmosphere of trust

and cooperation exists among council. members. They were willing to

saythat dis'agreements and differences are accepted without jealousy,

and that individual universities were, by and large, willing to listen,

to accept criticisms, and also to criticize each other. In thPview of

those interviewed in Dallas, however, the budding cooperative relation-

ships between the universities and the schools are probably not easily

duRlicated elsewhere.

One respondent felt that the Ovisory council had` made a lot of

progress in its attempts at working together. Once meetings consisted

-44
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of a series of glowing reports from committees, with the actual decisions

being made in somebody's office, but they have progressed to forms or

open exchange and debate with a Minimum of hidden agendas. Now,, in

this person's view, in an hour or an hour and a half of.meeting time,

unanimous decisions are the rule..

Two other respondents, While agreeing that openness to different

viewpoints and a willingness to work together do exist, would rather pay

that competition has not openly surfaced, or,that a full scale advisory

meeting is indeed "a wondetful show." They point to the lack of role
-

definition for groups such as the service center and the community, and

to the fact that while the advisory council consists of different ethnic

groups, the input of some of these groups is not yet what it should be.

At least one respondent was willing to abandon the word parity and

adopt something called "functional involvement" instead. The difference

in terminology is meant to suggest that, rather than striving for an equal '

voice for eabh partner on all issues; it is more sensible to develop the

kind of trust under which each member organization can be counted on

for its particular strengths. This, however, requires defining roles

and boundaries of inflikence and that seeing to be a major preoccupation

- of DTEC. at this moment.

Respondents pointed out that some institutions or organizations have

already defined roles which must change while others have never really *

had any defined roles to begin with. Fqr example, the university reward



0'

"
system, is based on published work while time spent working with publi5.

schools dgtracts from the pursuit of the publishing goal. University

professors have a natural reluctance, therefore, to expand their roles

to include work with school systems when they knoyv full well that such

expenditures of time-actually penalize their advancement under the tenets

of their own institutions. A p ssor who devoted considerable time

and effort developing competency statements and who did not receive
,

. tenure could not help presume that these efforts had not been valued as

.highly as the more' acceptable publicattbn of a scholarly article. Profes-
.

... , , ,
SionalassociationS, on the-other hand, have never provided a reward
. 10 - .

:4--. ', : .-
-. system even. approaching that of the publish or perish syndrome.

..r .

i'Whether t,is easier to redefiu established role or define aan
A

. , -ndw role to conform to the Teacher Center concept is a moot question.
, .

Therole ot..theseryice center, it'is said, should refit primarily
. ,

with'making ,information available and-with,facilitating the exchange of

..information among schools and universities. The service center is.., .0........,,
-' , .

desirohs of having'a greater irfipaCt on Dallas, first as it is reported
_ .- / -. A ..

ttz.have had_on smaller school -districts: The Dallas school district,
.. ... .- ..

however, appears to believ6. that it not only can provide the services the
... .

service center provides, but It can do so better-acd at lower cost.
. .

The contribution of the state education agency;was primarily in the

legal and procedural areas. Through a representative, state legal and
.

bureaucratic complexities could be brbizght before the council when they

4
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j
would do the most good, namely, when policy or program questions were

being diScussed: An example of this Sort of input from the state occurred

when the council was reviewing a policies and procedures document

pertinent to preservice teacher education. The representative from the

Texas Educ'ation Agency was able to suggest a number of changes in the

.document to assure,compliance with the freedom of information law.

Problems with late payment of teachers' salaries, for example, could

be resolved more efficiently, it was explained, by working with a rep-
.

resentative of the state familiar with local conditions and personnel. By

and large, however; it was agreed that the roles of the state, the com-

munity, and the professional organizations were the least well defined.

The council has not escaped some of the conflict already pointed out

at the beginning of this section. Teachers resent tieing told what to do by

university professors. Professors believe thesmtelves to be most quali-

fied when it comes to teacher education; on the other hand, administrators

wish to retain their authority. The representatives of the different

organiiations have to undetstand and respect each other's language, and

direct their activities toward a communal goal rather than preserving

pgrtisan policies. Just as necessary, it was pointeout, -is some means

of communication between council members and their own organizations

so that the separate organizations canesponsibly define their toles.

There is evidence that some of the partners are accepting and

examining the differences to see what solutions can be'negotiated.



Respondents say that it is now possible for a professor and a practicing

teacher to discuss the effectiveness of a student teacher reasonably and

candidly. The result has been that a document on the rights of student

teachers has been worked up. One respondent recalled that a turning

point in attitude was reached when it became clear that it was possible

to be chairman of one ofthe advisory council committees without 'being

a professor. 44

Even though preconceptions are breaking doWn and the efficiency

and effectiveness of the council is increasing, there is still the feeling
N...

that substantive differences in role effectiveness exist. Lay members are.

said to feel that they can add little to the discussion after it reaches

levels beyond their expertise, and as'a consequence, feel excluded, In

a sense this situation is seen as being justified and the attendarit problem 's,

as being caused by poor definition of rolts. All respondents seem.to
. -

agree that member roles have definite boundaries and that these shovld

be defined and negotiated. While the community might not Contribute
111.

any technic-al expertise community representatives can challenge values

and clarify assumptions, especially in the area of racial or social class
116

differences. Community representatives could thus be relied on to help

the council.better understand the students' home and community environ-
.

ments. In ilas community representatives have orgaized guided

tours for council members to acquaint them with asp
.. ,
life with which they are not "familiar.

4.--

-
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) .. WEST TEXAS
0 , .

,,,..
The major,-anost influential. partners seem to be the university, the

,. . p,.:.t..* ,.

scho91 distriCfs and the. Service center. All respondentsaireed that the

. -three partners workecttogether effectively and that substantial progress
- .

..
had been 'Made.- On the other hand,othere were also'prognostications on

.. . , , : - ,

the future such as "it won't wOrk, ;it's -Olitical as hell." ,
,-- , .

. J ..q.N
. . . ft

All persons interviewed agreed that the traditional autonomy enjoyed
.

.

'r = ., . . e I

individual.by the ndividual pariners'id a thing of the past.. They indicated, that they

,ye working toward the same goals, and that they recognize the inadequacies
.

of present representation and decision "making in teacher education. Tea-'

cher.Center officials' fee that it is only the top level of administrative

personnel, t West Texas State University who fail to see that the" university's 4
- .-., .

, ._

effectiveneds can be increased through cooperation"irideed, thdi its "best'through
. .. ,

chances for meaningful survival depend:on cooperation.
,% °5- , .

. The service center has had. a lengthy involvement with the twenty-six....
5

counties in the northern part of the panhandle. It has offered an extremely

wide range of services, and, respondents report; has met with consider-,
able success. It has not restricted itself to being a resourbe. center,

,`

although it has a large and wellTstOcked facility. '. For some time it has
. , .

'I _

offered workshops and other educational experiences which West Texas
,

State University recognized for acadmic credit for participating teachers,

Overlapping experienceb were not offered in order to avoid conflicts

between the service center and the university. Redpondents felt that an

unwritten understanding governed this relationship to keep, them from
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"stumbling over each other." That relationship, however, is said to be

deteriorating_to the point where collaboration is becomindimpossible.

Also, as already noted in a previotis section, a redirection in university

- policy is making it increasingly difficult for the school of education to give

academic credit to teachers who participate in the workshops "offered by

the'service center.

Faculty members 'in the school of ethicatisan at West Texas State

. . . 0 -

University are pOrtraked-as b.eing interested. in collaborating with the

being
c.

Teacher Center and as being supportive of competency-bazed teacher
.

education-=conditions ich the Teacher Ceriter artd the dean of school

of edue,ation have been interested in promoting.*The relationshi between

the,university d the school system is also portrayed as being healthg
.

and cooperative In a ,V.ense, however, it may be untested. For example,
,, . .

apparently the university controls the facia* appointments it makes in

the vartous schoola-. While the school stem might wan to exercise
3.- .

some influence over these appointments,_ especially as,far as the adequacy

iof performance of the faculty member, s concerned,

respondent put:it, "siMply hasn't arisen."

,AllrespondentS would probablyagree that, so far as the role of the

parentthe t aTeher, and the community are marginal: In part, these

ca.

the issue, as one

. .

roles. have no been defined; in.p:art,. their inputislimited-McauSe they
. , . .. . ,

, : .(. . ...,

are not fully.,aw'are of the nature and scope of the emergent struggles

!betweeh:malorpartners, especially the, university and the service ce



a.

Two respondents saw the la4 of ,inputs on the part of the community and
:,.

the teachers as due to the combined efforts of two fa6tors: the desire on

the part of the major partners to retain pojez., d the lack of aggression

on the part of the community and teafter representatives to participate.

Teachers were cited as. needing some "consciousness raising" and as

being deficient in influence..

Here, too, as in Dallas, a concrete situation seems to be emerging

which will bring the matter of commitment and collaboration to a head.

A bilingual proposal has been submitted to the Office of ,4ducatio

if funded, would require the university and the school districts tc work

closely together in the field. Project funds would pay for the recruitment

of new faculty to teach in the bilingual program for a period of u to five

years. Eventually these courses are expected to generate enough\ credit'

hours to warrant receiving money from,the state, and, in that sense, the

program is expected to become self-supporting in due time. The willing-

ness of West Texas State University to participate in this cooperative

endeavor would imply their eventual vAllingness to cohtinue it after the

proposal funds have run out. The hope is that the different partners will

learn to work,together successfully by the time the pro-gram becomes self-
_

suppprting and the bilingual program is institutionalized. "

HOUSTON

r . The university appears to be the primary leader in this project, al-,
:, . ( _

- . ..

though not necessarily dominating the school districft. One respondent
It. - 1



felt that teachers have been listened to more this year than in the past,

especially by school district administrators. In Houston, school district

representatives seem to communicate regularly with their administration'

and with school district teachers about Teacher Center activity. Univer-

sity representatives are actively seeking to increase university involve-

mrt in the project. University involvement is said to have increased this

year over the previous one resulting in the regular involvement of about

25 percent of the college of education faculty.

Again, in Houston, there seems to be good communication between the

teachers and the Teacher Center. Much important information about,

Teacher Center activity seems to be exchanged on an informal basis; it

seems common for people to stop by the project direCtor's office for,

coriversati§n before or after a meeting. Conitnittee members*" indicated

sa.

they get drafts of documents such as new preservice programs prior

to Operations Committee meetings on a regular basis. Two respondents,

whO-suggested the,general *content of 4 proposal to the Fund for 'he
a

Improvement of Post-Secondary Education, listed this contribution as

an example of their participation. Based-ontheir input the University of

HOuston representatives prepared the proposal for the Teacher:Center.

Other committee members, 'however, seemed to be unfamiliar with the

cont- ents, ofig44prOposal when it was discussed at anOperations Committee

t I
t..

session in y. Discussion, of other matters at this meeting, with which
I'. 1

a ll members seeraqd familiark included a new bilingual program for the
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college of education and recent deyelopment of competencies for super-

vising teachers.

Serious conflict was skillfully avoided by Operations Committee mem-

bers
.,

who indicated that differences and disagreements are generally handled

outside of formal meetings. There certainly seemed to be frank open

expressions of differing points of view on the part of Operations Committee

members at this meeting as they dealt with review of the bilingual program,

consideration of a policy on Teacher Center publications, and efforts to

evaluate school administrators. For example,, one professidnal associa-
,,

...

tion representative stated that teachers have no choice or control over

administrators evaluating their work, and raised the possibility of applying

. -this policy in reverse. The schoo administration representatives responded
J I

4
-...,--
that they felt the policies on teacher evaluation should be improved

; .

rather than imposing an admittedly inadequate.process on administrators.

Rewards
-

a. The University , Traditionally, the position of a tenured,
83

. ,

full professor is the ,ultimAe reward that 4 university system can bestow ,
,t

on a professional edupatbr.. There is -an apparent and generally strong
,

professional motivatiolifor college of education professors td come in
o

direct and frequent contact with public; schools, in order to-test their.
r"'"

teacher preparation programs in a real setting. It seems logical that the
. . t

,

institutional
,,,v,reward system, ho4vever-, will strongly influence how this

professional interest is carried out by individuals.
..... . , ,

i
-*----r il q-z.--A0

The University of

--, A
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Houston, according to Operations Commigee members, determines tenure

and promotion consideration for college of education members applying

the same criteria to every discipline. Generally the first concerti is the

number of publications in refeieed journals the individual has accrued.

with less emphasis placed on teaching effectiveness and field service.

Participation_ in the Teacher Center project is said to be given

strong consideration within the college, of education in tenure and prombtion

recommendations, but this does not appear the case at higher

administrative levels within the university. Thus, one faculty member

in the college of education as recommended for tenure and promotion by

the college in large part due to his Teacher Center Work although he had

not done much traditional publishing. The recommendation was turned

down at higher levels within 'the university. This leads some Jo-say that

the reward system within the university does not support working with the

Teacher Center strongly enough. The posture of the college of education*

on this question, however, is seen as a considerable step forward, for

it is willing to count the deVelopmerlt of a competency-based teacher

education module as equivalMit to a published material wheridecisions on

promotion and tenure have to be made. One avenue faculty members have

considered and are beginning to use corksists of conducting research and

developing publications based on Teacher .Centers experierfces and field
, . . 4 t

activities in order to meet45
tbe.university's requifeTnents for tenure and

, f "
pro otion.

i
4
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b. The School' System The school district, Of course, has

a goDd opportunity to influence teacher-preparation programs through its

work on the advisory board. School .district a istrators are said to

have a str ong voice in both the advisory board and the Operations Com-

mittee. .Teachers are said-to hhire less power than the administrators

at the advisory board level but an equal voice with the Operations ConiC

mittee. One reason given for this is that representatives from teacher
,

associations often cannot take a position on an issue without polling mem-

bership; administrators, on the other hand, can speak more readily for

the school district on many matters.. For teachers the primary reward

seams to be their ability to'exert some influence on the design and conduct

of preservice and in-pervice training, which has traditionally been imposed
-

by the university professors and school district administrators, and has been

restricted to course offerings at a university. There alsq.appear to be

benefits to individual teachers. A joint effort on the part of the school
. .

district, the state and the university has furnished additional funds and. .

.

imProved conditions for staff develcipment. Individual teachers are also
%. .

%

....
If,

,

said to be gaining some skills in program development that apply directly r
: '. . ;,

to their own teaching situations. According to Operations Committee

members teachers "want the university to come to themto respect and

use their -eipertis.e" and the Teacher Center almost forces this to happen..,
. rCtRT WORTH . - . .._ ... .

Although forinal -4reement on matters of authority-- 1-esoiffdeswiar

4

e -85-,
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roleshaenot been obtained, and new bylaws are to be formulated, it,

appears4that council members can work together reasonably well. The

AtiO4' '
director feels he can gain support, for anything .he needs to accomplish,

The representatives from Texas Christian University probably exert

more influence on the council than do representatives, from the other

universities. One respondent maintained that, on joint endeavors, Texas

Christian University representatives "dominate the other university members"

and tilt the university's point of view or ideas generally emerge, while

input from othei universities is overlooked. One reason for this may be that

'although there is o9.1y one, Texas Christian University representatives on the

council, the part time eialuator of the project, and the representative on

the Professional Corinpeteilcy in Teaching C4iimittee also attend council

meetings. There is also some pertipent pa-St-history: Texas Christian

University was at one time notonly the grantee agency, but a former director '_

of the project still represents them_at council meetings. FinanYc (it may be
. )4,

thatthe contribution of funds from Texas Christian University, whichwas
.

f
. ,

.*meritioned previously, adds to the sense of imbalance in roles and levels-

tif Participatiion of member:universities.
.

Thoretically, universities will be capable of improving their own

..
f';''A'aining prpgrams .-through a befferunderstanding of the school digtrict

'and its' tobleins, Howeyer, as is usually the case with universities", their
,' %',.

.*.pv/ii,'reward-Oystems usually discourage much direct work in school systems.
..e%

'

.-AogOi-dii2 to one-respondent, during 1974-75 Texas. ChriStian University
..,,

/ the.i.mgartanne of field-based activity and,teaching.in decisions

-
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on promotion and (tenure, stressed the role of research and publication.

A case that illustrates the general.university tendency toward rewardi..; 111.

research and publication is unfolding in the Fort Worth area now. A

young professor, who, according to Teacher Center council members,

is outstanding in his pe'rforMance in field=based training, at one of the

four Teacher. Center sites, is due for consideration for tenure and promotion

this year. The university representatives on the Teacher Center council

believe he shotald be rewarded; but they do not expect he will be, as he

has not published enough nor has he tended to public relations functions

at hi's tl iiv sity. Such developments discourage many university faculty

.members who realize that, although their time spent supervising and

working with student teachers is extremely demanding, it is not rewarded

by the university.

The schpol district. through its participation in the Teacher Center

has an opportunity to influence teacher-training program, something

they could do previously only very indirectly if at all. The community.

is rewarded by hailing an opportunity to contribute their ideas, opinions,

and concerns to the planning of the council. Th. Teacher Center als'o

provides.an avenue through which young teachers may become exposed

to Minority students, thereby eliminating any fear or prejudice they may

have.,

I
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J. ACTIVITIES OF THE COUNCIL

SAN ANTONIO

%Because of the historical perception of SATEAC as a holding company

or clearinghouse, few activities have been undertaken. The earlier
;,

program thrust in competency-based education has largely dtsappeared,

due to the attorney general's decision on competency-based rtification.

The only mandated activity is program review, about w ich there is a

difference of Opinion. Some people feel it implies evaluati , others mere

critique; still others, predominantly the universities, feel it is merely a

"Sharing of information." Some participants describe program review as

,a searchint, sometimes even harsh process, while others think of it as

"Mickey Mouse" and perftinctory. There is concern that it may cause

over-conformity and stultify creativity, which leads some members to

search for avenues of involvernent xxnzch earlier in the developtrient process.

The only programmatic activity is the student teaching Needs Assess-

ment Program. This program was approved in desultory fashion by the

board in July 1974 and,since then has been speeded into operation by the

executive officer. As was noted earlier, the, rapidity of implementation

was resented by several board members, causing the Needs Assessment

Project.to become a cause celebre. At the present time, indiviclual board

members are contemplating what to do next, and will discuss desirable

steps at the next regular meeting.

The mode of collaboration on both the mandated and programmatic

T .

a,ctivities can only be described as less than ideal: PrOgram reiriw,would
44.
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probably be-abandoned by the collegC if they had a choice. Substantial

elemehts of the board believe the needs assessment project is a waste of

time and resources and, since the only two ongoing activities have not met

substantial approval, the prognosis of future collaboration cannot be

predicted.

DALLAS

In Dallas the school district and each participating-university signed
a

a document called "Agreement to Develop a Cooperative Program of

Laboratory Experiences" in order to put SB 8 into operation. The agree-

ment listed seven functions that the DTEC, actin by and through the council,

was expected to perform. Five of these functions dealt 'with-substantive

matters; only one, however, has .been carried out explicitly: the

recoiainendation of in-service improveinent programs for supervising

teachers. As a result an early childhoOd program presented by one of the

participating colleges underwent some revisions at the hands ci the council

and was then .submitted to the Texas 'Education Agency; that college now

offers a certification program in early childhood education. A similar

cycle of events was followed in the case of areading-specialist program

at a different university. Some uniVersity classes-have been conducted in

at least one Area Teacher center and the structure of an elementary

education program at another university changed its time schedule and

included on-site instruction. No,effort waspade to inventory the activi-
,

ties of the board in any comprehensive way so,, undoubtedly, many more
VD.
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examples, of this work exist. Functions not really addressed were: to
.

recommend criteria for the selection of cooperating schools as well e.s
-4;

policies for their operation; ,..to recommend criteria and procedures for
_ . . .

maintaining a roster of teachers eligible to be supervising teachers; 'to
4

recommend criteria for the Selection and use of-pers,onnel from the colleges

and,universities involved; and lo cause periodic evaluations of the effec-

tiveness of the agreement itself. Some of the ftinctions noted above were
tti

not -discUssed at council meetings.

Each Area Teacher Center is responsible for placing its own teachers,

although their boundaries are crossed when such'placement is made.
k

At least one, respondent noted that the criteria for placing student teachers

should be discussed at council meetings since there was same question of
4

whether or not teachers were placed n all areas equitably.

1t takes some time before the right moment arrives and a certairi.course

of action is carried out decisively by the council. One respondent re-
..

called that the council had long ago evinced interest, in competency; based

',teacher education and for years had claimed "it was doing, it. But,

compared to present council activity on the topic, it really wasn't.. First,

great many steps had to be takeii: _competency statements prepared An

o er states were reviewed; help in the writing of competencies and in

or sizing clu-sters was obtained frOm consultants' from, different parts -

of T as, and verifying and obtaining suppcirtirom different groups such

as cla teachers at large and administrators was initiated ,and well

-90-
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-under way. Once all responses to the competency statements are received
101

they. will be revised and be.ready foradoption.

WEST TEXAS

The - bylaws for the WTTC list a number of functions of" the advisory
,

council. One states that the council is to serve as a base for studying

local teacher education program needs. As a result, the council dhter-

mined that a bilingual education proposal should be submitted tothe-Texas

Education Agency through the Teacher.Center seeking federal funds. In

this proposal the education service center was named as the fiscal agent,

distributing funds to each partner for services as they were provided.

The Teacher Center has ,prepared. Other proposals as well. One. aimed
4

at assessing the impact of competency-based education and, submitted to

TCIES/called, for the evaluation of tomp ency-based teacher'education

A

graduates. In this case', West Texas State Universitywas`named as'the
5

fiscal agent and money was included for the services of the public schools

and the service center.
. .

.

Another function of the council is to plan the kinds of-facilities and
,

support the loCal school districts are to provide for student teachers and

for which SB 8 supplies fifty dollars. As one respondent stated,' "we have

not gotten into this;" the university and the 'school district have simply..

continued their existing agreements and procedures. Apparently, though,

a plan is under consideration that would require the service center and

the university to contribute to SB 8's fifty dollars in drder to support an

..
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evaluation project. dt,

A Third function .of the council is to advise colleges and universities

ontheir teacher education and certifipation programs. All proposals

relative to certification questions are reported to be going through the
f

Teacher Center. Respondents stated that before the competency-based

teacher education mandate was 'rescinded, Teacher Center partners

. collaborated on preparing competency statements that practicing teachers

endorsed-and West Texas StatetTniversity faculty members adopted.

Apparently the school of' education at West Texas State Univeisity was

,. mostly competency-based, but has drifted away from that position since

the attorney general handed-down his opinion. 4

The fourth function of the council is to advise local school districts

on field experiences for student teachers. Again, during the time that
.,s

competenCies were stressed, teachers and student teachers worked together

reviewing and recommending changes in competencies. The curriculum

for teachers at the university was organized in modules and was respon7.

sive to the'needs of student teacher.1 Some. respondents report that

work in this area now appears to have diminished.

The fifth function of the council is to advise the local school districts

and colleges on in-service programs for supervising teachers. At present
e.

this matter is not handled through the Teacher Center although, as one

respondent "stated, "there is no reason it couldn't be."' The traditional

practice has been'for the university to work withIlhe school districts

-92-
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individually, and that approach continues.

The sixth function of the council is to develop prOcedures by which

supervising teachers from the school districts can'be recommended to

serve in the student-teaching program. Again, it was reported that "this
4

could go throUgh the Teacher Center, " but soifar nothing has changed. One

opinion was that it could probably not be done any more efficiently than it

is now, although working if through the Teacher Center wouldhave the

advantage of involving the service center. Principals, according to the

respondent, like the option of deciding who the supervising teachers-will be,

and they are, after all, in the best position to make that decision. None

of the respondents objected to the present (and traditional) way of handling

this matter; although, they said, they would not necessarily be opposed to

involving the Teacher Center.

Finally, the-seventh function of the council is to "invoLve other agencies
s..

and groups" in an advisory capacity, and this, too, has-yet to be done.

HOUSTON .7

The Operations Committee carries out numerous activities authorized

in *their bylaws. Major efforts include: (1} studying teacher education/

certification programs and advising the University of Houston about them; -

(2) developing policies for the project; (3) recommending criteria for

seledtion Of supervising teachers; placing student teachers; directing

in-service programs for supervising teachers; and (4) preparing proposals

\ in order to increase resources and the role of the Teacher Center.
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The most recent University of HoUston teacher education program re-
.,

viewed by'the Operations Committee was one in bilingual education.

Respondents indicated that they had seen an earlier version of the bilingual

< 40,

program, had reviewed and -commented on it, and that the latest version

seemed to take into account all the changes they d4ired. The feeling at

this latest meeting on that proposal was 'that the university really did seem

to seek the committee's advice and took account of their comments.

The Operations Committee is developingapolicies on difficult and impor:,,

tant topics of concern to membership. One of its activities is the study of

recent legal actions related to the rights of student teachers in Texas

from which it will attempt to develop a just policy covering this difficult

and potentially costly subject. :Another example is a subcommittee estab7

lished to develop a policy on publication rights. University representatives

were ,calidid and school district representatives were responsive to this

expressed need for a policy allowing university repr'esentatives to use

Teacher Center material fcir university publicktion practices;

. .

Indications are that there is a fair amount of give and take among

1
,

.

Operations Committee members and.thatissues are worked through rather
I.

than dealt with superficially.
$

The fourth major activity of the Operations Committee has been to

-submit to FIF)pE a proposal which will have three major purposes:

(1) to develop competencies for school-based teacher educators (supervisor,.
teachers) and criteria for awarding credentials to in-service trainers who
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demonstrate these competencies in the school district; (2)'to design and test

. the mechanics for accomplishing this proposal by other Teacher Centerg

and school districts; and (3) to develop and test a "recognition system"

for rewards in pay, status, and title to be built into the school System.,
I .

The ultimate aim of the proposal is to bestowupon the teachers the respon-

sibility and power to improve their own profession. The Operations Com-

mittee will administer this project if the grant is received.

Each respondent, at this site was asked to comment on areasit was
, .

hoped the Teacher Center would address in the future. Their responses

varied: a school district representative would like to see the Teacher
.

Center seek and receive funds to support more evaluation and research

' efforts; in this person's view, SB 8 does not allow enough money for

evaluation of teache.rstraining.programs or for research in the content of

training. activities. A Unive. sity of Hougton professor indicated that the

Teacher Center is being considered as a 'way for the college of education

. 4,

.

ci

to expand its activities through indreased service to the school districts.

The university would provide fiseld-ba Sed technical assistance and in-
.. . -.,

service training rather than bring full-time graduate students in education

to the university. A self -study commission established by the university to
A

,

.. ^. x

interestedto redistribUte and plan the 'growth of the university is nterested in the topic

because of the student enrollment quotas imposed by the state. The coordi- 4

nating board for higher' education in Texas has limited the total size of the
,

University of -Houston, which already has 29,506 students, to 30,000 students

for the next few years.
.-.., .1 d
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The need was also expressed for further federal or state support.so.

that the Teacher Center can develop andexperim.ent*with new programs.

In fact, even existing, efforts in competency-based teacher education and

needs assessment would be i-efined.and developed further, but financial

.

support is lacking.

FORT WORTH

Perhaps_the major activity of tie Teacher Center in 1974-75 was the

.development of a report on "The Organifation of Student Teaching aS a

Cooperative Effort to Prepare Professionally Competent Teachers, " which

was adopted by the council and termed a "landmark document." The

docurdent deals with purposes and functions Of student teaching, function

and selection of supervising teachers and college teacher educators,

principles and prOcedures for assessing student teacher performance, and

.functions of the Fort Worth Teacher Center in teacher,educatiori. Respon-

dents felt that this document reflected two years of struggle to resolve

.

difficult issues. Its adoption should allow the Teacher Center' to deal more
t .

effectively with operational problems, such as the selection and placermnt
.

.t

of student teachers over large geographic.areas'invelving several univer-

sities. This report was developed by a committee that included council

members, and several classroom teachers. The council'members felt

that extensive involvement of practitioners, would result in broad accep:

tance of the report and aid efforts to put its, eontei1ts into operation.

A second activity oc the Fort Worth prciject during 1974 -15. was to

1
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develop, and improve its management component. This, activity did not .

progress very well and r,easons for its failure'were discussed by the ad,:

visory council. The council decided that, hefore this activity could be

properly tackled, the roles of participants and existing channels of

authority needed to be clarified. There is also a need to clarify they role

participating institutions play in granting financial aid as well as the

amount of time needed to govern the implementation of activities.

A Teacher Center report also.itnplied that full commitment to the task by

all members is lacking. One can only -guess that problems with project

management may affect other Teacher Center activities.
-:t

_

1

In responqe to a request for comments on the future of the Fort Worth

project, a number of ideas were expressed: qac community represen-

tative indicated tfiatthe council should look for increased sources of funds
,.

V .

z4e

for the prOject through 'proposal...Writing and through tupport from the business

community. It was also suggested that the Teacher Cenfer should make

its activities known to professionals in the community. One university
"1:

representative, wanted the Tieacher Center* to consolidate its present ef-

forts anotherforts rather than to initiate new ones; another university representative

suggedted the Teacher Center should,work for a program

are offered field experience in their junior year. Some disagreement on

which students

how SB 8 funds should be usecVsoon became apparent: university represen-

tatives want funds to be spent on in-service training for supervising
f?

teachersaile the school district representatives want the funds to be
v r,
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used more broadly.

K. LEADERSHIP

SAN ANTONIO

Individual leadership is providtd by the SATEAC executive officer.

He manages all the routine affairs and acts to,implement the board's

decisions. His style is not appreciated by all, however, as was already

noted, and he is seen by some as overstepping his authority. He himself

seems to view his behavior as necessary to keep the group ,moving produc-

tively. Additional leadership is informally prodded by one of the university

representatives who, by reason of his age, 'experiende and prior positions,

is respected by all the college.p,edple-and-z aost.of the other "-members.
_

Protecting university interests Is his motivation, according to repoi;;-:' _

-

and his style is low key, ,acerbic.-

. Institutional leadership is certainly provided by the colleges, 'which

have 90 percent of the decision-making power. Their leadership, however,

is Apparently conse irative and self-protective. The service center provides

a site and resources, and, through the.SATEAC executive officer, formal. ,
.

leadership. .

D4.LIAS '.%

As has, been pointed out the school district is the dominant member

on the council. While some members think that originally the council

was more dictatorial than it is now, others see a gradual change in favor

of open constructive debate with differences being accepted and negotiated,
Ss
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'development, as well as increased parViciP4tirm:on the part of the community

and business organizations which ,constf:tuf0, valnabp-reSoUrce inadequately

used.

HOV$TON -
. . /. . .,..1 . .

Although the UniversitypPliouston,.gbaroshe" leadership role with.. .,. .. . ,
.. ,

s

. : : ithe Houston Independent School pStrict if appears to be . the 'predominant
, . - .- )..... . . .

leader. The university is considered a rational lea0t- in the cOmpetency-
,. ----. -.--...--, ,... . , . ,

, .hased teacher education movement and local avKareness of this status, plus
, .

the fact'that it sought and suc-Cessf-ally gained TTT, TERC, TCIES, and.,

Teacher Corps support for its activie tis would logically result in its posi-,-' /
tion as prime leader in the .Teacher Center. Both the dean of the college

. ,2" /. - : . ---
.

of education and the executive ciffiCer. -Of the center, who is also an associate/. , .

dean, have a',highleyel of cornmifingnt and involvement.
5.

The "Houston school district a.ilininistration has not hesitated to work

openly, cooperatively, and on'a,larget scale with the university. Some

r " .
e

per§Onnel frOtn "the school district have considered the Teacher Center a

, valuable resource in their work with difficult urban ,school settings and in
. ,

;the retraining of adMinistfators and teachers. They are considered to

have given, some direction to the center while making use of its funds,

people and expertise.,

In part, of course leadership depends on the authority'that members

can brie to the bond. One school district administrator indicated that

he has the authority to commit his school district to any tyke of
.

a
.
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a
i-.. ,teacheriselection or ssignment/procedure, and to direct the bhoice of

training prOgrams. He also controls 'SB 8 funds by determining the selec-
t

6 tion of supervising teachers as well as the use of the fifty dollars per

student teachei-. 11<e representative of the teachers association, to which

a little over half of the 8600 classroom teachers belong, can ensure that

the project "takes its direct on from the teachers... and they have input/
into in-service training." However, as already noted, the teacher associa-

tions are limited by the necessity to poll their respective membership be-

fore responding to,isstres, whereas other representatives can actimme-

diately.

4 The executive officer of the Teacher Center has authority to prepare

and approve proposals and expenditures. He is also, authorized to initiate

activities that serve the purposes of the center. The authority of the other

University of Houston representatives is more limited, however,

extending to the control they have over the placement of

1500 - 2000 student teachers each.year. School districts, of course,

want capable student teachers and depend Vpoh,their placement in order

to receive SB 8 funds.
. -

Qther reasons for the leadership of the University of Housfbn and the

Houston school district representatives are: (1) probably as a result of

their longer tenure on the project, they seem more familiar and more

comfortable with purposes and activities of the Teacher Center than most

other committee members; (2) they have worked together on many occasions
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and built up strong and respectful working relationships with each other;

and (3) they bring a good deal of individual experience and skill.

FORT WORTH

The influence on the council of the previous director and the lack of

substantial progesss of,the management component of the Teacher Center

was already noted. The present director was new to the project in M ch
1

1974 when he assumed that position, but is well informed on the hi ory

ofthe project and the complexities of job. He seems to pla

strong leadership role. The previous director also mainta. strong

ties to Texas Education Agency officials and is influential

deans of education in the state. 1

th other

The physical organization of the center project may contribUte to

confusion about the leadership situation. Because the director of the

center is also director of teacher education for the Fort Worth public

schools, his office is in the central administration uilding of the school

district, while the center itself is located -at the der schootsite. As.one

respondent put it, "the organization not the peop is the problem--

responsibility is unclear.' When problems ari e or deciSions need to be

made council members do not know whether to' rn'to 'the project coordina-
,

tor whose office is at the Elder site, or whether to contact the project

director at his office. The project' director indicated that the coordinator
, I

4` ,

essentially carries out the day-to-day operation.

Previo to this, year the project served only the Elder pyramid of
2 4
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schools on e north side of Fort Worth. This year the center serves

four areas, if Fort Worth, yet the coordinator's role is not clear relative

to three of the four sites designated. It may also be the case that some

university representatives hesitate to accept the status and role of the

present T acher Center coordinator as a decision maker in the project.

Both th.es factors may be confounding leadership roles.
.

L. LIN AGES

SAN.ANTONIO

Th esare o apparent linkages with other lodal Teacher Centers.

Relatio ships t TCIES tendrto be formal, limited to funding,proPosals

arid fo w=up tivities; 'however tr
he SATEAC executive aficer is a member

of the txecutiv committee of the TCIES steering committee.' SATEAC

has de eloped two special relations with tJie Texas Education Agency:

(1)- it urnish s excerpts of board minutes involving college program pro-

posals, and ) a Texas Education Agency representative attends regular
/ v",

meetings" to rovide informal feedback on program proppsals. At least

one''obllege membdr doeg not like this procedure, however, considering
` . -. ...-t,-,,the iinformal suggestions" "to have the, weight of mandates.

t..

DALLAS

Reltionships to TCIES tend t be formal, limited to budgetary and
.,

proposal submission procedures. The four Area Teacher Centers have
I

,

contact with each other through t council meetings and the work each
,/ -,-

contributes.to overall goals. Stu ent teachers are placed across:Area

Teacher Center boundaries, but some respondents feel that decentralization
..
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into Area Teacher Centers is not only less efficient, but hinders the informal

interaction so essential to collaboration.

A representative from the Texas Education Agency, a

. the advisory council, attends meetings regularly, and, as

has provided the council with specific technical assistance

information on state requirements and guidelinds.

member' of

already noted,

and with

One consultant actively involved in DTECI activity is also a member

of the TCIES executive committee.

WEST TEXAS

Again, no formal linkages, seem to exiM with other local Teacher

Centers. No representatives from the Texas Education Agency are listici

as members of the council, but give'n'the fact that one of its leader8 was

'prominent in the development of the project and has had formal consulting

relationships with it, a good informal linkage apparently exists.

HOUSTON

Linkage with other Teacher Centers or agencies is provided through

the personal contacts of some of the board members. One school

district representative interviewed also provides liaison between its
S

school district and other SB 8 Teacher Centers-at Texas Southern Univer-

sity, Texas State University, and the University of Houston at Clear lake.

Each of these Teacher Centers differs structurally from the University of
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Houston project and from each other. The representative of the Houston

Ter achers Association serves on the board of a National Education Associa--

tion-supgorted Teacher Center in Houston. It is run by and for teachers and

i* concerned with in-service education. Originally this center was designed

to serve only of the teachers association, but it was later opened

to all Houston school district teachers. Much assistance, especially in

the areas of needs assessment and program development, was provided

this Teacher Center by personnel from the University of Houston Teacher

C enter.

University personnel, through their contacts with pther universities

and their infornial work in different school systems, also come in contact

with different SB 8 Teacher.Centers. The executive officer-has numerous

informal contacts with many othe -local Teacher Centers througpout Texas.

He also works with the Texas Education Agency and TCIES but does not

have a formal position with these agencies.

The chairperson of the center's Operations Committee, a classrooni

teacher, links the project to otheroTeacher' Center activity in two ways.

She is a member of the TCIES executive committee and has been active
*

in and continues informal communication with Texas State Teachers

Association colleagues and contacts within the Texas Education AgenCy.

°FORT WORTH

Two members of the advisory council from this project alsd serve
4 7

on the TCIES executive committee. One is the Teacher Center Areatdr,

&It
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the other a university representative who, as preiously mentioned, has

strong ties with .stateagency officialf and considerable influence- -
. .

among other deans of education throughout the state. Although there is

no state reprsentative on the project's council, those interviewed indi

,sated that they have a good informal communicatiorivith the state agency '
other SB 8 centers

At least one qf the

The service center

and about eleven school

representative works with two

districts besides Fort Worth.

university repreSentatiires also works with a number of 'other SB 8-centerse

in the surrounding area. The Teacher Center coordinator, through hei.°

position as an Individually Guided Education facilitator, works with school

administrators on a statewide basis.

M. EFFECTS

SAN ANTONIO

Originally the purpose of forming SATEAC was to have an 4ngoing,

Organization that could'bea fieXible in its response to Teacher Center

mandates and funding opportunities. Now attention is moving away

from this purpose toward more adequate program development. Eaciii

of the member groups ,sees some opportunities for itself and'is-Moying

to exploit throe more aggressively. There also seem to be chariges in

4emeanor. Members are less anxious and aggressive than they

apparently were of one time and more areas of agreement are emerging;

even the cause celebre, thelNeeds Assessment' Project, has some

potential for good action.
- 4
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Clearly the original objectives 'of SATEAC haire ,not been met.

But,. since these objectives have now changed, the failure seems to

be academic. It is not cies.; what the new pm-poses 9.re and it is

certainly premature to judge whether they will be met. So far one

may infer that SATEAC has been preparing for cooperative action

'and there seems to be a good chance that collaborative effort will

occur:

DALLAS

°

Important events, such as frequent changes in directors and

'decentralization into four Area Teacher Centers,, have already been

mentioned. Here, too, and more to the point of,this - document,

changes in demeanor seem clear and of long-range inipbrtance.

T4 basis for strong and productive collaborative action is being

set. Stereotypes that different member groups hold of each other

ate beirig examined or discussed and often simply de-stroyed by
T.

actual,events. Thus, members realize that'beingia professoi- is

not required in order to chair a committee and that differences of

opinion or belief can be accepted and negotiated' without necessarily

ending in destructive conflict. It is part of the mythology that one

must "grow up through the system, " or "have been a principal, "

in order to be a successful administrator or-to move into other

positions of leadership Sand influence. Again, Vie history of the

participation of some of the members provides visible exceptions

to the rule.
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A gqpd deal of programmatic. activity has resulted from

Teacher,Center efforts as already noted in Section

WEST TEXAS

It is hard to distinguish the work and results achieved by the

education service center from those of the Teacher Center. It is

also hard to disentangle the effects of different 'programs that
' *.

preceded the TeacW3r 'Center.andlout of which it evolved. One effect

that can'beltied to the Teacher Center directly is the development and

° implementation-of competency-based teacher education, or, to put it

more precisely the competency-based teacher education mandate was

used as a vehicle to further establish the Teacher Center.* Now that

the Mandate has been rescinded, indications are that the competency-.

based teacher education movemlit has slowed down considerably.

One respondent pointed out that one clliange that resulted from

the collaborative activity of the Teacher Center partners is11rat

student teachers are now often "put into the field" as early as

their sophomore ye.r; previously, few student teachers worked in

the field, and when they did, it was generally not before their senior

year.

It has already been indicated that some changes at the highest

administrative levels at West Texas State University may eventually

have the effect of reducing the field -based training options available
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to teachers. The deairof the college of educatiOn at West Texas
x

State University is oornmitted to collaborating with the local school

districts, as are his department chairPersonS and faculty. He appears

to be just as willing to work with the school district; they, however,
4

feel hampered by the university's reluctanbe to actively support the

goals of the center. The school districts themselves, it is reported,
,...4

are willing to make arrangements and releaSe their teachers so they
-..,., o

can work with university faculty and thereby implement the goals
...

, of the Teacher Center. At the West Texas Teacher Center then,

it is as though all the necessary partners are still not meeting at

the same table: the higher administration at West Texas State
I 4

UniversitY, representing an- external constraint not under the control

of the present Teacher Center partne'rs, is bringing collaborative

effort,to a standstill.

HOUSTON

T',ko major changes were mentioned by Operations Committee

members: (1) there has been increasing support for teacher-

participation in determining the direction of teacher preparation/
/

certification programs by university representives; (2) there has

been replacement of some school district representatives who have

- neither respected nor accepted teachers as "coequals". on the

Operations Committee. In the view, of two influential members of

the board, the current (1974 - 75) Operations Committee members
i

work together very effectively. .

4 -109- P
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feioperation in the field between school districts and the university

is stated as being very good. The University of Houston now can

plaCe as many students in early field experience as theyideem necessary.

According to university professors, all 1100 students Who enter the

two-year sequence--junior and senior years--are now placed in the

school system during their first semester. One respondent indicated

that this early placement is the result of the cooperative work between

the school districts and the university and that the university has

become aware that there is a "great market for in- service education."

'Atsthe university, however, .at least 75 percent bf the faculty are involved

with masters and doctoral level eaduate students in research rather
f

than in, field-based training.
a

. A proposal has been submitted to. the Fund for Improvement of Post

Secondary Education for a sizeable sum over the per* 1975-77 and, if

it is funded, the Operations Committee is expected to administer it. It

is also hoped that this project will serve to generate more collaboration

among Teacher-Centers throughout Texas.

Possibly more a spin ;off than a direct result of a planned effort

is a federal grant to support. a university training program for super-
,

visory teachers working with student teachers at the Elena Park School

District, thereby mainstreaming special education students in Texas.
1 -

According to one of the university representatives, the special

education department of the college of -education has been especially

:
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cooperative in working with the school districi.because3,f prior

contact with them through the Teacher Center.

( FORT WORT_ H-
ti

A change in directorship, of the Teacher Center project occurred

in the spring of 1974 and, according to some respondents, this has
, .

resulted in the increased participation and improved communication

of Teacher Center members.,

The primary result of the advisory boatd;s efforts during 1974-

75 has been the completion and adoption of their report ono "The

Organization of Student Teaching as arcooperative Effort to Prepare

ProfessionallyConipetent Teachers.." Another result of Teacher

Center activity included a new Teacher Corps project, on which

Texas Christian University and, the'Fort Worth school district expect

to cooperate during the coming,academiO year. The project is aim.ed

at giving in-service training to enable teachers to obtain special

education endorsements on their-certificates. The project will be

located at the Elder site and will serve teachers from that pyramid

of schools. Interest and acceptance of the in-service project can be

attributed to collaborative Teacher Center activity_at that site over

a long period of time.

, The successful operation, of the four Teacher Center sites in the

Fort Worth- school district has led tq, plans calling for expansion to

eight or ten sites'next fall. Activity at each of the additional sites

-
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will be aimed at upgrading the skills of supervising teachers. It is

the hope of 'the Teacher Center director that eventually the entire Fort

Worth school district will be directly influenced by the activities of

the Teche`r Center project.

N.: SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS BASED ON LCTE SITE INTERVIEWS

SAN ANTONIO

Forces 'supporting collaboration.

1. First and

that there be

foremost must be included the legal mandate

Litz local Teacher Center.

2: The positive political image ofSATEAC as a collaboration

agenc-y can be exploited by all memberS.

3. The general good will. of the involved parties. All seem

to waniqd-improve teacher education and to operate from

positiCinS of integrity, at least as defined in their indiv dual

'cultura ilieu.

4. The growing insight of each of the parties into the potential

benefits of collatoistion.

Forces hindering collaboration,

1. The historical purposes.of SATEAC. As long as it is

viewed primarily asa holding company, there can be little

operational cooperation.,

2, The large number otparticipapts. Five Universities,

thirteen sdiool dikricts, the professional aSsociations,
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p sl.e 9.--rormidablgobstacle to effective cook,tation.
., .. . if

3. 1 he lack;o of a gooe pr.ok, ra M.
.

m a t iC success ss ekperiences The/' / .

Needs Is ee ssment' Project; while. Ofitii ,a rocky start, may

*

. o

yetpreVide that critical Suctess';-/

4.. The varieties of conflicts inh'ereiat'in the concept-..
e5. Disagreement over leadership;: which nurtures dissatisfaction

,%

and examined suspicion. Members need ari opportunity to examaue this
. '

issue openly and to reach some consensus about it.
t

e

Alternative future scenarios.
.

1. Disintegration. SATEAC menThers sublimated

rivalries and conflicts when SATEAC was formed, in order :

to provide mutual support in the iace Of uncertainties about

tea.cher center mandates and to exploit apparent funding oppor-
e

tunities; hoWever, -without these forces to hold SATEAC

`A

:

entities.
.

together, the old hostilities and anxieties will emerge; the

universities will have to 'acconirnodate to the requirements

of SB 8 and the standards; which they can do by forrriing a

nevi evaluation team outside SATEAC; by having each college

form its'own local Teacher Center, or by forming some,new

consortia. The latter Solution seems most likely, withi

emergency of."6..Ifloinarf'Cathdlic consortium, and with Trinity

College\ and theifiliveysitz.iif Texas at San Antonio as separate

I
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2. The toothless lion. This s iario, in which membe'rs will

realize that S.ATEACis a powerful organization and that their

anxieties are unwarranted, SATEAC will then be retained,

since it still meets the formal mandates, but as little more

than. a debating fraternity

3. Positive emeygence.' New purposes/merge t6 replace the .

old. Members will learn that their anxieties are unwarranted

and will wish to seize the opportunity, that membership affords.

The organization will thus become quite viable. Essential

to this scenario is a fairly immediate and impressive success

experience--perhaps the Needs Assessment Project.

-.DALLAS

Forc61"supporting collaboration.

1. r&ge and willingness. It was obvious that all respondents

braught good will, energy, and committment to the Teacher Center,
.

as well**.5.1,villingneSs to confront issues and to act with resolire.
..,..

2. Selective people with Interinstitutional experience. ,fUt hough
N.

no criteria for the ,selection of key people to fill executive and

leadership roles was .explicitly formulated, :eciuncil member-

ship shows that a number of key roles are filled by people who

have'extensive famil3arity with;'pl least the university and school

- district.cultures,- which makes tt possible for them to move

expeditiously throZgh. bureaucratic mazes, to package and

7
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time messages properly, and to establish their credibility.

Language barriers are reduced'. Critical liaison among groups

is facilitated, each side feeling that its concerns and interests

are being reasonably well understood, with critical subileties

receiving attention. A serendipitous advantage developed in the

attempt to fulfill those functions and responsibilities the bylaws

require, for frequently experienced personnel were brought under

the umbrella of the Teacher Center. An example is the place-,

ment of student teachers, which does not necessarily mean that

the placement ofthe teachers is subjected to advisory council

influence or discussion, but it is a move to associate the

functions with the Teacher' Center.
a

3. Social interaction. This becomes an important function, for

deliberately or not, each person projects a visible, physical

and nonverbal image, conveying much about his history, back-
.,

ground, and interests, thereby stimulating fantasies, stereo-'

types, and fears in others. It is useful, therefore, to provide

time and spade for this dance to run its course; to interrupt it,

or make it impossible, is as destructive to collaborative

activit s is preventing explicit negotiation over conflicting

interests. Many respondents seem very much aware of these'

dynamicp and recognize the importance of providing time for

"unstructured social interaction."
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4. A success experience. The experienc of Working on

competency statements seems also to hav left a residue

imf)ortant to collaboration. In order for it3ple to. become

thoroUghly involved in an activity, a balanc must be struck

between discussion and action. There must be enough dis-

\.cussion for all to agree on such basic assumptions, as the

project itself, its feasibility, the abilities anc capacities

available. At some point, however, such discussion becomes

superfluous and leads to frustration; a concrete example must

be produced around which the different issues c be defined.

For a long time it was said that the Teacher Cent r was com-

petency-based although "we weren't really doing it 1 \" Much of

the justifiable discussion is now being reduced, and many of

the understandable apprehensions are being dealt with now that

some concrete examples have been put forward.' This balance

is a matter of timing-and depends on local contexts. The leison

drawn from the expbrience has general applicability to collaboration

on other efforts.

5. Lessons being learned. The DTEC.experience is leading

some of its members to formulate ways by which it can be made

available to others. Some members are putting together a ''

training package on governance with a focus on collaboration.

L)
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Some respondents noted hat much of the group frustration

at the early,meetings was d e to the fact that people did not

have effective ways of deali g with their individual frustrations.

As people work together, ways to deal with problems emerge.,

People develop skills such s organizing meetings, presenting

and dismissing topics, solv ng problems.

In addition to these skill., certain procedures or strategies

also play an impOrtant role in enhancing collaborative activity.
.

For example, it was sugge ed that the task of defining roles

should .14 'approached as q ckly as possible and worked on

continuously. This would volve identifying the different

members or member grou s involved, specifying function 'and

expectations and defining reas of responsibility and .authority.

Described as "the bloody p.. rt, "this.is the period in which the

necessary issues are broac ed, the essential relationships

built. Implicit to this task f role definition'is to substitute for

the popular idea of parity t e concept of functional involvement,

which recognizes that diffe ent entites have different contributions

to make, are subject to different constraints, and have different

responsibilities. As roles .ecome sorted out, job and task

descriptions can be prepar d and procedures for day to day

operations set up. i
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Other 'pro.cedures appear to have been inevitable. At the

moment the placement of student teachers and the assignment- .

of supervising professors is going on in many waSfs as it has

always been. Some of the functions governing these activities

and actually specified in the cooperative agreement as binding

the school district and the university over the placement issue

e not yet been executed. Similarly, different organizations

have been brought in as full member to the council, yet only

now are guidelines and criteria for membershipla ing drawn

up. Everybody knew that Prairie View Agricultu

Mechanical, a primarily black college, had been excluded, but

it apparently took some time before the question could be

constructively faced, Prairie View admitted, admission

guidelines explicitly formulated, and a disturbing discrepancy

between intentions and reality identified and confronted.

Some respondents point out that it may be necessary first to

bring activities like the placement and supervision of student

teachers within the purview of the Teacher Center and pro-

ceed slowly to specify the criteria involved. No more may

be possible as a first step. Similarly, it was not necessary to

have explicit criteria for center membership available to

know that it was not properly balanced. This may require

-118- ;30
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living with an activity which, in the -eyes of many, is conducted

in. ways conflicting with the purposes of the Center. That

requires patience and perseverance. The bdlief seems to be

that making too early and explicit an issue out of the discrepancy

between actual and ideal criteria delays the goal beingstrived

for.

Forces hindering collaboration.

1. Large and unwieldly meetings. When forty-five people represent-

ing different and often conflicting interests meet for'little more

than an hour four times a year i,n an effort to collaborate on

changing well-established procedures, ways of thinking, and

institutions, they have problems, to say the least. One respondent

noted that only two out of the four meetings ylere available to

deal with the '}real nuts and bolts." Much) of the first meeting is
As

devoted to becoming reorieted, greeting new and oldtinemberS, and

preparing for the year's work. Much of the last meeting is used to

"see where we've been" and look ahead to the next year and future

activities. The real work and decision-making appears to be done

by committees, that meet more frequently. Sheer logistics and

time constraints create enormous difficulties.

.2, Lack of funds. The main problem facing the center now is that

the funds received from IES, whiCh pay half the salaries of

university professors, are not expected to be available in the coming
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Year. One respondent pointed out that this situation would test

the commitment on the part of the universities, for they would

have to underwrite the work of the professors in the .schobls if

`their involvement there is to continue.

WEST TEXAS

Forces supporting collaboration.

1. Familiarity. The major,personalities of the WTTC have

known each other for a long time, know each other's turfs,

and respect each other's boundaries. They know Flow to work

together, what each other's interests are, and how not to stumble

over each other. From one point of view, this may be' collaboration,

from another, careful co-existence.

2. Willingness:* The major powers on th'e council seems to be

the college.of education, the education service center and the

school districts. They consider themselves willing to have more
,

involvement on the'part of teachers, parents, and the community.

On the one hand, respondents pointed out that perhaps more

raggressive'representatives frOm each of those member groups

are'needed. 'On the other hand, the council holds few meetings

and most decisions seem to be mat informally among the major

.1 partners and/or at the executive committee level. By virtue of

ti their dominance on the council they also exert control over
. parent . membership (the schOol 'districts appoint the parent Members)

and the business/community representative, whci is appoint '(scl by"

*
the council.
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Forces hindering collaboration.

1. An unsupportive university attitude. The Teacher Center

certainly faces a major barrier in'the form of an unsupportive

presidency at West Texas State Univergity. However, the center

has assigned itself a large number of functions the present

partners could prespmably work on even in the face of that

opposition. Examples are the joint planning of the support the

local school districts are to provide student teachers, the

.development of procedures for recommending supervising

teachers, and advising the school districts and the college of

/education on in- service programs, all activities in which the

center is not now involved. _Respondents said they saw no reason.
why these a?tiyities could not be carried out thrOgh the center,

althdugh adiquate'procedures already exist. If nothing else,

one would think that the involvement of the present 41;eachell

Center partners in such activities might eV up generating enough

pressure to force the unsupportive administration into a mo
I I'

cooperative posture.

Much of the collaboAtive activity of the center revolved

around competency-based teacher education, and,, now that it

is no longer mandated, that collaborative relationship seems to

be growing cold. Perhaps the bilingual propOsal recently sub-

mitted will become the vehicle for collaboration that the competency-

based teacher education movement once, was.
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.HOUSTON

Forces supporting collaboration

Operations Committee members cited at least three forces

which contribute to their efforts to attain and maintain cooperative

relationships.

1. First is the commitment to competency-based teacher education

of Teacher Center members who, in sharing a common philosophy
.

of education, are not hindered by major value conflicts.

2. Second is their shared perception of payoffs or rewards

inherent in Teacher Center participation. The representativ

seemed to believe that they stand to (gain personally, and their

institutions benefit through technical agsistance, receipt of better

student teachers and professional growth.

.3. Third, members noted a strong sense of mutual professional

respect among the Operations Committee partners. A--high level

of trust and respect is vital for the meaningful exchange of views,
.

and they feel this level has been attained in the Houston Teacher

Center.

Force hindering collaboration.

Two major constraints to collaborat4on among partners are the

lack of time available for participation, especially release time

for teachers, and the la'ck of funds for fUrther program develop-
.

znent.
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Another constraint that cannot be disregarded is what is des-

cribed as fear on the part of tenured teachers of competency-

based teacher education. Some advisory board members feel

that this fear is due more to ignorance about the topic than any-

thing else. This suggests that a systematic effort should be

made to find out how sizable the resistance is, what it is based

on, and to explain the program thoroughly.

The Teacher Center program is ultimately expected to become

involved in approving preservice and in-service training and

certification even to the point of assuming some of the state board

functions in this regard. The center has provided for its continued

operation through the special Teacher Center fund described earlier.

It may, therefore, be able to purspe and explore new collaborative

roles while other sites struulko secure basic operational 'Support.

FORT WORTH

Forces supporting collaboration.

1. The.main forces supporting collaboration seem to be the SB 8

Mandate and the hope that the Teacher Center. will improve the

utilization of local resources and better coordinate the placement,

of student teachers and the selection of supervising teachers.

Forces hindering collaborative effortA. .s;

' 1. Competency4ased teacher education programs are at different*

stages of develophient. This, makes it harder for all the partners
/.

.
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to move in covert on certain activities and probably influences

the selection ofisupervising teachers anti the ine-service training

opportunities that different universities are ableto offer.

2. An exceptionally large number of studeRt teachers au available.

Texas Women.'s University has about 2000 undergraduate students

in teacher education, Texas Christian University has about 300

undergraduates in the Forth Worth schools per year, and North

Texas.State University, with the largest number of majors in

teacher education in Texas, has thousands of students it could

place in the Fort Worth area.

3. Many council members have to travel a total of two to three

hours in order to attend council meetings. A look at a map df
I

the Fort Worth area reveals the distance to the sites at which

student teachiers are placed. One university representative

noted that he works with teachers in seventeen school districts

each semester, sits on three advisory councils that meet monthly,

and is also respobsible for teaching two courses per semester

at,4 19-1 university. His travel time is enormous.

4. The distances separating students and supervising teachers,

and the way their placement is organized,. inhibit building meaning=

ful professional relationships. Supervising teachers, for example,

do not meet as a group, nor do they have adequate opportunitie"6

interact sufficie university professionals.

124-
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0. ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS BASED ON INTERVIEWS WITH TCIES
. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERS ,

In conversations with six members of the TCIES executive Committee

and two other officials within the TEA, the following generalizations emerged.

4 1. The, TCIES Ekecutivedg-ommittee..

The committee has representatives from: e .Texas Education

Agency, the professional associations, colleget and universities,

service centers and local school districts. In general these individuals

represent theiPrespective groups and tend to keep the interests of
,

these gioups in mind at meetings. Any member could, if he wished,

however, advocate any line that seemed ,useful to him; in that sense,

members can be independent of their constituencies.

College and university people seem especially willing to "make---....
.°

a. case" for their "party's!' point of view. Their attitude is in constrast

to that of the school districts, who seem not as fully aware of their

responsibilities' and interestS. The. education service center seems

clear in its mission and is repotted to be a good way "to get closer
j .

,io tl-the school district." One respondent noted that the harvest is

,' ready, " for professional associations.in teacher education to be
. .

in.VIVed,. and, with "proper leadership" from the-texas State Teachers'

Association the task will be easy. The Texas State Teachers' Association

itself believes that the centers are "one of the best-things that ever
' -



happened." Although they do not "have all the answers" they do

provide "one way the professional teacher can becdme part of teacher

education" and have a "greater voice. "

In fact, the Texas late Teachers' Association is said to be

working immediately toward two ends: (1) rlresentatiOn for pro-

fessional associations on local Teacher Center boards equal to that

of colleges and school districts. Accordingly, the Texas State Teachers'

Association is working to revise the bylaws in existing local Teacher

Geiiters and is pushing newly formed local Teacher Centers in this

direction. The Texas State Teachers' Association would also ike to

-lifaire-staentrepresentatives, selected by student NA chapter on

lOckl ea-cher-Ceder boards; (2) continuity. Currep tly4he T

_

State Teacherb, -igociation- local ,chapter presidents o other term
.. .

officers serve as .repreSentatives to local Teacher Center boards. As

a result, there is frequent turnover. The Tex0 St%te Teachers'
, .'. :e : ,

.,,#.oAssociation -wuld like to see bylaws changed So t414t chapters

could selec$ a more or less permanent representa 2ive`whp would
a

4t.
consequently be better informed and more effective.,

,

*. -;.

It has been reported that, to date, the Texas Stat

Association members have not been very effective in pr
44,

ci nip* \

to local Teacher Center board meetings. Partly in respott.4.

problem, the Texas State Teachers' Association has dpcide

vide guidelines and staff assistance to professional
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'Members do feel a real Sense

r."

of responsibility, however, and it is

believed that the teaching profession is now ready to serve effectively

and to take a more positive approach to formulating teacher education.

Bid they need help. A major problem is that the teachers asked-to

serve are all visible, busy people; it Auld be helpful inneeting

schedules could be arranges with the teachers' work day in mind.

Some respondents speculate that effective involvement ofpro

fessional associations may culminate in a new board for certification,

legally and organizatiopalVr analogous to the present State BoaN1 of

Examiners. Some say that the State Board of Educatign would be

pleased by such a move. The belief is that the Texas Education

Agency and the Texas State Teachers' Association can and would work

together on such a development and that niany _persons ;in both, agencies

would welcokne it.

2. The Executive Committee's input to decisicm making.

The board is advisory and is not directly involved in deci ion

making. 'According to one respondent, however, board members

ave satisfactory opportunitietto- consider issues-), and to pro de adequate

input. In general, when an issue arises, the TCIES director, and his

staff pkepare agenda items and lay out possible alternatives. trhe

agendas and pertinent material reach board members three to dour

dayb before the meeting. Some members f6elthat, since the aterial.

is sometimes bulky, there is not suffigkent time to study it. properly;

t.
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others do not share that concern. At the meeting remarks are usually

directed at eliminating all but a few alternatives, proyyting input on

those remaining, then leaving the final decision to the director.

Although these discussions are reported..at subsequent meetings, some

members do not feel sufficiently involved in TCIES planning. Respondents

report that the two to three }lours of meeting time, plus the short

leadtime before meetings, is not sufficient to consider the decisions

properly and to obtain additional information. Thus some members

feel that the committee could do more, and would welcome the opportunity

to become more involved.

3. Nature of interaction of members.

The TCIES board was described as essentially fred in its inter-

action. Specia4interests do, of course, come up` as, for example, the

pressure from institutions of higher education to continue to play the

key role in teacher education, as ipposed to the pressure from service

centers to obtain a more vital role fothemseive in the same arena.

But the group is said to recognize its own political quality and tends

to work in ways that balance out such special interests. So. far as
S

input fromndividual groups is concerned, colleges and universities

are said to provide the most, with the service centers a cldse second.

Texas Ey3ucation Agency members feel lens representative of any

particular interest and tendili work for .group balance. The school
I

. .

district pe'ople tend not to be as aggressive, probably because they are

: -
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not as "status" conscious as the other representatives tend to be;

also, in this, situation, they are furthest removed from the roles

they ordinarily play and, consequently do not feel as free as the

others to:argue. They are also the most recent members and have

received little orientation. Although on the whole, input tends to

follow a party line, discussions are reported to bring out all vantage

points.

4. Characterizing Local Teacher Centers

a. The local Teacher Center concept.
II

It is the Texas Education Agency's prerogative to screen, teacher
.-

_

educatiort.program proposals coming fioin.the colleges. 'The-Texas

EduCation.Agency is expected to take the lead in,program change,

although the initiative- coule4iiie. from e er ne Division of Teacher

Education within the Texa§ Educatibn--Age'nay or.from
. . .

polleges. During the 'period of deVfeltipnient, of any Program the
. .

dividion endeavors to consult Vitlf-eg-).1 eges _s.o that by the time a pro-

gram cotes to-it officially, it a.rfe.ajSy has some acquaintance with it...

The division screens proposals prior.,to their being subvitted to the
..

State Board of Examiners for Tenher Education. It-is advisory to

the state board and was apptnted by them. The state board always
Ii

includes at least three classroom. teachers., . . ,

_: , . .-
II It

4 The local Teacher Centers are required to "review" all college .,

proposals prior to their submissifirLtOthe Division of Teacher Education.
--



The local Teacher Cente.r boards are advisory and the review is
c

nothing more nor less than a consultation. Coi101eges are not reqtlired

to respond to suggedtions during these consultatiOns and, generally,

the Texas Education Agency usually recdives a letter stating only

that the consultation .has occurred.' If the college did, not call for the

local Teacher Center review, or the advice given during a consultation

is not heeded, then the Texas Education Agency expects to receive
o

notice from the local Teacher Center to that effect. If the local

Teacher Center does not take that initiative, the Texas Education

Agency cannot challenge a propoSal. Apparently lcical Teacher Centers

. usually report the substance of a critique made of a proposal, although

there is no formalized way to do that nois it requii,ed.

The local Teacher Center plays a strong role in involving both

practitioners (teachers) and employers (school districts) in teacher

education. Some respondents reported that professional preparation

is no longer the prerogative of an institution of higher education and

any college or university that insists on playing a unilateral role

in this regard is simply out of touch with the world. Indeed, if a

college or university becomes too-protective, the profession may

well decide that it is time to shift the focus of teacher education else-

' where, and such a decision is entirely withifi the realm of possibility.

A local Teacher Center could, for example, simply contract for the

instructional services it wanted from an institution of higher education.
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Professional organizations might well determine that the responsibility

for training should be theirs, and many superintendents in Texas feel
1

that school districts could perform that function, At the local Teacher

Centex such diverse points of view can be openly discusSed andagree-

ments reached.

b. Descriptive dimensions.

In keeping with the comments on the local Teacher Center concept

made above, one respondent emphasized that the state never contemplated

that the local Teacher Centers would be anything more than an advisory

board. Thus, no need was seen for operational funds: there would be

no central office, no telephone bills, and no staff. All functions would

be carried out by regrouping already existing staff and resources--

directors of student teaching in colleges and universities, and others,-

within the individual institutions. Of course, there is the $50 stipend
. ,

from SB 8 that some people feel will increasingly be diverted by

school districts to local Teacher Centers. Apparently there is also .

some possibility that tpe funds provided by House Bill 240 for ten paid

in.:service days for all Texas teachers will be similarly diverted. The
1

need for operational funds, however, depends, in part, on the different
....

,emerging local Teacher Center configurations.

The idea of a local Teacher Center as simply an advisory board
..,-

was combined another Teacper Center concept that had emerged

from other federally funded programs: that these centers were
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adminiStrative offices and performed actual. activities.' Historically,

these two ideas have become meshed, at least in the TCIES funded

local Teacher Centers. It is the local Teacher Centers that emphasize

actual activities that use the SB 8 fundS for a variety of purpo'ses.

Another respondent referred to the same distinction between

advisory board and project-operating local Teacher, Centers ?-3 'Out

liningtwo dimensions on which he felt local Teacher Centers could be

characterized. Each of these dimensions form a continuum:

1. A managerial-operational continuum. Some local Teacher

Centers, like San Antonio, see themselves as managerial

. organizations or holding companies; they do not engage in

operational activities but Set policy, raise funds, and so forth.

Others, like Fort Worth, see themselves as operators of

projects, and endeavor to stimulate and support local people

who are working on problems of concern to them.,

2. A centralized-decentralized dimension. Some local Teacher`

Centers have established a centralized operation like Fort

Worth in which all local Teacher Center operations have a kind

of central physical facility into which participants must come

to avail themselves of resources and materials. like

Dallas, have set up a variety of operation centers that might I
.

even be transient as new problems arise and older ones are

solved. These local Teacher Centers use what was described
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as "commando tactics" in taking advantage of needs wherever

and Whenever they arise. In part, decenttalization is likelk
"owoory...16*--

to be found in geographically dispersed local Teacher Centers

such as West Texas.'

An additional factor was mentioned as important in any attempt

at characterizing'a local Teacher Center. This is the kind of

stability found at the executive level .of the institution. One
ti

respondent stated that those local Teacher Centers that suffer

or have suffered frequent changes in leadership do not do as well

as those at which there is some continuity. In El Paso, for

example, both the university dean and the school district

superintendent were replaced at the same time, influencing

the Teacher Center adversely. In Da llaS, the directors of

the center were replaced freqUently, and, although this was

. seen by some as having severely slowed the project, a core

group of individuals remained to lend it continuity. There were

no changes at a higher level of management, however, to inter-

fere with the development of the Teacher Center in matters of

policy. In West Texas, the major'personalities respOnsible

for the development of the Teacher Center have remained associated

with it since its early years. However, it has been reported

that recent changes in the presidential and vice presidential:,,
levels of West Texas State University are blocking those
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collaborative relationships which the Teacher Center has managed

to establish as a matter of policy or principle.

3. Activities and payoffs. Indications arethat pro atic

efforts are coming into much better focus at both TCIES and local

Teacher Center levels.. It is said that, as far as TCIES is con-

cerned, the board spends much of its time dealing with, three

elements: competency-ba,sed teacher education, increasing

involvement of TCIES in local Teacher Centers in designing in-

service programs for teachers not limited to student teacher

, supervisors, and bilingual education. These. foci are, described

as. haying emerged through an "inductive approach" and depend. cc)

on needs identified at the local Teacher Center level. The impression

is that the local Teacher Centers themselves are "settling down"

to particular program areas; for example, the preservice under-

graduate competency-based teacher, education program at Houston

and the emphasis on.local problem solving in Fort, Worth.

One respondent felt that three general payoffs of local Teacher

Center activity are beginning to become apparent:
-a. Considerable progress is being made to*ard the gdal,of

interaction between consumers and producers of teacher education.

Collaboration at the operational level is going on apace. The

case of Fort Worth was sppcifically cited as an example of inter-

grolip communication becoming commonplace. It Was estimated
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that most persons involved with the local Teacher Center in

Fort Worth average from two to three contacts per week with

. persons from other groups. In general, the local Teacher Center

is considered to have worked out well as, a major strategy fol.

group interaction and for matching needs with pilograms.

b. Considerable emphasis and activity is being generated

tp make local Teacher Centers centers of in-service activity.

This respondent felt that there cis a definite shift in interest and

effort from pre-service to in-service training and that in-service

training would be extended, not just for the student teacher

supervisors, but for all teachers.

c. Outside resources made available through TCIES are, having
<it

more generalized impact. For example, outside consultants and

resource people, hired in relation to a particular project 'and

* activity, are said to be widely used and to' be affecting university

and school people generally. Also, individual schools are not'

the only beneficiaries; central administrations of school districts

are.said to have been touched as well.

,5.- The emerging interest in collaboration.

The impression is readily iformed from all of the interviews con-

&feted that there is an earnest interest in having universities, school

districts, arrd professional associations jointly influence teacher

education. The comment was made that twenty-one TCIES-funded
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local Teacher Centers now work with about 50 percent of all student

teachers in Texas. Thus, a substantial proportion of student teacher

activity is beginning to come under Teacher Center review. As the

Teacher centers become better established and increase their effective-

ness, they will undoubtedly, influence the student teaching experience

markedly and thus also in-service and preservice education.

dramatic development is that the Council of Education.

Deans is said to have joined the Texas State Teachers' Association

in February of 1975. And this split of collaboration is not limited-to

local Teacher Center board activities. It has now permeated even

the Texas Education Agency, and the legislature itself is said to be

interested in the idea. As one person put it, "The state has developed

a structure by which the three vested interest groups can sit around

a table" and discuss their concerns and interests in tep.cher education.

Now they must exert themselves, demand to be heard, and take an

active role. In other words, the next move is up to them:

In Texas, however, there are at least two conflicting views on

how change in teacher education may come, about; by mandated change

or discretionary change. The basic idea behind mandated change is

that any new thrust must be formalized and put into law or it will

amount to little more than talk. Discretionary change holds that no

change can be mandated and that, in fact, attempts at legislating

change end up diluting and retarding it. Also, under this view
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legislated changes are seen as eventually becoming barriers to change

themselves, since time has a way of shifting people's ideas about

what is necessary, important, and changeable. One of the most

notable efforts at mandated change in Texas has been that of competency..

lased teacher education. - tompetency-bakdteacher education also

became the theme around which much collabovative activity took

concrete definition. The idea of competendies lent itself naturally

to what must be a major problem in any collaborative attempt, namely,

deciding what it is that'one wants to work on together, what tAe aims

are,. and who will be responsible for what.

Conipetencbased teacher education beCame a state mandate in

1972., In 1974-75, however, the attorney general rendered the opinion

that the state board does not have the power to mandate competeiicy-

based teacher education for all institutions. Since competency-based

teacher education had become a vehicle for so much a the collaborative

i) activity among universities, school districts, and professional associa-

tions, this was certainly an important development. While/in many

places such as Dallas and West Texas, enough interest in and momentum

in competency -based teacher education had been obtained to sustain it,

,
a slowdown in implementation was said to be noticeable. There are

feW, if any, institutional rewaidgfor the effort of designing and

implementing competency-based teacher education, so a legal mandate

at least provided a rationale, though some people insisted that competency-

based teacher education interfered with academic freedom:
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For the attorney general, of,course; competency-based leacher

education as an ideology or an attempt at mandated change was
A. -1

peripheral: What Mattered was that a statute passed in. 1905 had

created teachers colleges and it appliedto the seven schools still

in existence. The law held that, gn.gracluation,s students were entitled

to a first class Texas certificate, whicti, amounted to saying that if

they got a' degree they were entitled to certification. As has happened

to other statutes, of course, this one was generalized to cover theme

approximately sixty colleges now in existence, even though'none are

any longer purely to

the opinions was r

chers colleges. As already implied, although

d in connection with competency-based teacher

education, it was not singled out. The larger question ip, for eiample,

'whether the state can mandate anything at all, and if con petency-baped

teacher education cannot stand up under the opinion, then neither can
91

the mandated Teacher Centers. In the opinion of one of the respondents,

the state might be wise to recognize that it is in a legal mess; and that

a study should be launc hed to clean it up. If the attorney general's

opinion is assumed to 11 correct, then the implication is that the whole

Texas Education Agency framework must be reviewed. With all this
9

uncertainty, some respondents suggested that the agency internalize

the Teacher Centtr program, make the state the fiscal agency, and

allow it to become an agency, function.
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Another question that arises is the role that the federal goivernrhent

I%

, should play with regard to the Teacher Center gram. Continued

financial assistance on the pat
.
of the federal government would permit

the effort in Texas to exist for another year while these legal under-
...

tainties are sorted out. Over the long haul, however, one respondent

felt that it was essential for the federal government to be able to collect

some data on important characteristics of the centers with more

precisiontthan has been possible up to this time. Unless this is done,

there will be'no way of iellingwie:ther-federal money is or is not

planting a seed. He suggested that experience now shows two diMensions
s

to be Crucial, and that ,work is in progress on ways to establish a profile
. ,
- .f1.7%

on each of them. The twd dimensions would dmonstrate what he called
, , . .

structural potential and prodess potential. Structural potential refers
t L t

.

to the existence of indices that lead you to believe that cooperative

activity is llkelytO takt, place; an example is a viable link or connection

between a Teacher Center )and the state. Process potential demonstrates

evidenCe that each partner is working with concepts of systematic change.

Two particularly difficult problems arise here: one is to know how to

document the impact of a particular program, the other is to help

professional people assess their needs. It is with regard to the latter
. .

program that the need for collaboration among different institutions and

organizations becomes parmount, for colleges certainly_pannot find

out what the goals of the schools should be by themselves.. -
* .
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/ P. GENERAL REMARKS

Collaboration is a slippery matter. Everyone has had the experience

of being a member of a group charged With accomplishing something and

has faced the confusion involved in achieving enough cohesion to work

cooperatively and productively. Typically, jilst when, as a group member,

one thinks that 'things have become fairly well sorted out, some-new

situation arises which makes one question whether the group has made any,

progress in working effectively together or whether that is even possible.

It is useful, due to this confusion, to. consider for a moment an analogy

between the dynamics of an advisory council and some generalizations that

may be made about the dynamics of groups generally.

On occasion it was possible to see council members congratulating

each other on the "openness" of their conversations and the honesty with

which they felt they confronted and resolved their differences. It Might

a mistake, however, to consider such conversation about their interaction
-

t,

as an example of the openness and honesty for which they strive. Instead,

one may consider such conversations as "testing" behavior on.the Part of
. .

the members and a first attempt at'becoming conscious of the process in-

volved. Such comments can then be understood to have a symbolic value
,

standing- for attempts at establishing new norms rather than 'representing
\,,.
k

,f _7, 4 \
existing norms.,ConversatiOns of this type are common in the early

..---
developmentofa ;'group" whep members have successfully completed a

. ..,

collabofatiNte task and are just as relieved that the moment is over as they
.. ,

.

)
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.
are happy that they survived it. The collaborative bored 'between members

can hardly be said to have been tested in such a situation although certainly

a foundation may have been laid. Similarly, councils may sometimes appear

more united in their opposition to an outside force than on a common goal.

Members of a group can be driven together in common opposition to an

outside force and later find--upon reMova.1 of that force--that they have

less in common than they first supposedbr at least that they have been
,1%protected from the opportunity of going, through what one person termed,

in a different context, the "bloodybusineks" of recognizing and accepting

their, own and each other's differences. easier to unite in defense or

opposition to an outside cOnstraintjha:p. it is to work at establishing collabora-
.

\.!
tive relationships. In fact it may be a pelfer that such a constraint has

arisen since it,provides a good rationale for discontinuing the painful

attempt at collaboration. For such reasons indices of collaboration which

have bee discussed in this volume may be doubted. But these comments

are made not to cast a doubtful eye on the attempts at collaboration made

in Texat but to further point out how difficult an undertaking it is to bring

together diverse groups in an, already complicated issue. More subtle,

less well understood, and harder to study intra and interpersonal and inter-

group dynamics play a critical, determining role in setting up organiza-

tional structures. Merely to insist that the topic of collaboration be looked

at an unusual and courageoils step for it is bound to touch on sensitive

matters. Yet studying it also draws, the actors' attention to it and may prod
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its nourishment--a point perhaps not 16st on
it

those who commissioned the
e

study.

Such considerations of the dynamics of human interaction aside, this

section will now summarize some general issues about collaboration that

emerged in'the course of the study. The comments Will be organized under

.
pie- headings.of mission, organizational structure, and communication.

1. The Teacher Center Mission It was stress'ed by numerous

-respondents that the professional preparation of teacher's is no longer the

prerogative .of any single institution. Moreover, collaboration on this task
ti

among different partners su-ch. as the universities, the school districts, the

professional associations, the service centers and thecomm.upity must

amount to more than just a polite association. Collaboration among these

groups is essential for the mutual resolution of common problems if not

also to the survival of different parties. But in order for the different

parties to collaborate there must be some agreement identifying the goals

and functions of f-a Teacher Center. .;

The interviews seehn to show that identifying a mission or clarifying

the Teacher-Center concept is a developmental and evolutionary process.

At first there may be some general statements which are, agreed to on paper.
!

Time and minimal resources are also set aside, by the different partner's.

The commitment to collaboration may, at that point, be superficial or -

at-least untested but as the Teacher Center members become engaged in

A different activities new criteria of commitment emerge. Engaging in actual"'

activities provides a live test, serves to clarify the early thrust and en-
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courages the hard task of ordering good intentions. All of this, however,

takes time. Often clarification of the Teacher Center concept is gained by

i., realizing what it is not.
POI

Once there is agreement on What purposes a Teacher Center might/-

realistically serve, a milestone may have been reached but an unlimited
e_

number of additional questions are also raised. For example, the originators

of the Teacher Center in Texas thought that their operating expenses could

be paid through existing university and school district budgets. This notion

makes sense providing a Teacher Center becomes in o ed only in the place-

ment of teachers. But many Teacher Centers have progressed beyond

this original point to include other functions and it may now, be necessary

for the legislature to rethink that basic funding scheme.. Not until a Teacher

Centel, knows what it is ,or knows what it wishes to become can it decide,

fpr example, whether it needs space and if so what kind of space it requires.

As basic purposes are debated the-Teacher Center's scope of authority

may also come into question. At present different levefs or spheres of

authority may be found among the Teacher Centers: inSan Antonio the coun-

cil or board is advisory; in Fort Worth it makes policy; and in Houston it
.

assumes certain implementation functions.

Besides the need for funds or the need to clarify the authority of a.

Teacher Center council relative to,that of other existing bodies, a number

f.of other problems also.arise in, definingming the Teacher Center mission. The

. different Teacher Center members may bring vastly different experiences



and points of view to the table which may make for constructive or destruc-

tive conflict. Part of the problem is defining the roles of the different mem-

bers. Whatever collaboration may mean, insisting on something like parity

may be a simplistic solution. Since the partners involved differ both In

their interests and what they can contribute, it seems sensible to determine

the abilities of each partner and what their contribution to the center might

be. Insisting on equal responsibilities for each member encourages people

to look for ways in which they can assert their veto power rather than for

ways in which they can contribute. This is no small problem. The need to

ensure that each member adequately contributes to the deliberations of the

council may be beyond the capabilities of any organizational structure an.

perhaps can only be satisfied by the integrity of those with decision-making

responsibility.

Finally, there, must be some reward for both the member institutions

and the individual representatives involved. This is particularly important

in the case of the universities whose reward systems do not appear at all

_compatible with the functions of the Teacher Center. This too involves

understanding what the 'Teacher Center is so that rewards can be made to

Correspond to its actual functions. Professional schools such as schools

of education may have to .set their own standards for promotion (different

from those regulating their universities as a whole) which are in keeping'

with the different roles they play relative to their client systems. Collabora-

tion may not get far without such a move.
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2. Organizational Structure Given that form follows function, we can
A

now consider the organizational structure appropriate to the mission of a

Teacher Center. At the state level this question involves deciding'where

Teacher Centers should be located to properly serve the state and relate

effectively to the way the education service centers are distributed. At

the local level organizational structures must be found to accomodate

different mandates carrying out different influence. SB 8 specified that

the universities and the school districts should cooperate in student teacher

education centers. In fact, it specifies that the colleges or universities

should be the ones to initiate the efforts and hence may give them an influ-

ential edge frOmithe start. The state standards, though not carrying the.

force of law, specified that the professions should also be included. And.
TCIES sought to make the funds it was prepared to allocate to local

Teacher Centers Contingent on the inclusion of the education service den-
,

ters and the community on their advisory councils. Due to these conflicts

it is not often clear to the members by what authority they sit on the

council although It is .clear to-them that they have differing degrees of

power. At present the,basic'organizational unit for the Teacher Centers has

not been determined.

The size of a counci and its ability to effectively make decisions

tare obviously related. At the moment cQuricil membership ranges from

abciiit a dozen to nearly seventy people. When large numbers of represen-

tatives
.

. -.
,

are involved a complicated system cif committees and subcommittees...
. I ,

tilas been established which creates logistical problemS; complicated voting
,,
..,
_
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procedures, and inconsistent terms of service. Large groups know they

cannot be viable and hence many important decisions are,either made at
A

the committee level or else, privately. In some cases a partner such as

the education service center or the community may not be represented on

the program or executive committee involved and thus loses its chance to

influence the decisions made.

A challenge still facing the Teacher Centers which were part of this

study, and probably most other Teac-her Centers as well, is to write an

effective and comprehensive set of bylaws. This, too, is probably an

evolutionary process. As the different partners work together, defining

the rules of.memberklip and procedure will become increasingly important,

and only after-operating for several years ab some Teacher Centers find

it possible to become specific about criteria for membership, who may or

may not chair a committee, how representatives are chosen, and so on.

It seems that only after members have been involved in.some activity do

things like rules governing tenure and a quorum become important.

Nevertheless, generally it is preferable to have bylaws written incremen-

based on needs arising from experience' than to adopt a standard settally .

of procedures. The Teacher Center is, after all, a unique organization

4.1

and rules governing it must fit its purposes.

As .an organization's goals change, and as the environment within

which it operates changes, the organization may be called upon to change

its structure. Also, as is evident in Texas, so much in an environment

may remain continuously uncettain or in flux (legal mandates, funding

.
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constraints or demands, changing personnePor membership and so on) that

a Teacher Center finds it desirable to maintain a flexible organizational

posture. Although this makes the organization adaptable and responsive

to changing currents it carries the risk of purposeless activity which

diminishes the organization's effect. Thus, Teacher Centers may perhaps

be usefully classified according to the extent to which 'they retain a loose
t

changing posture or they crystalize around a set of goals. Perhaps the

managerial-operational continuum and the centralized-decentralized
0.

dimension mentioned in Section N would be pertinent to the construction

of such a classification scheme. It is easy to underestimate the role that

the loose organizational arrangements that characterize some of the
., A

Teacher Centers have played in their development. It may have been

impossible to achieve p.s much as has been achieved in Texas if the
'to,

Teacher Centers- had not been able to use the-different sources of filnds
r

which were available. This may be particularly so` in the case of TOES

at the state level which had to conform to the changing national and state

programs and politics.

3. Communication' Obviously a collaborative effort such as a

Teacher Center will be severely hindered in its operatidn unless healthy

corn. unication channels exist within the organization and with its various

links to the nvironment.

The organizational structure of a Teacher Center will influence the

amount and kind of communication that is possible. Very large advisory
k

- - -

councils m4 :be the result of attempting to adequately represent different
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groups interested in teacher education, but their very size may seriously

decrease the opportunity people have to know one another and eventually

to collaborate. A certain amount_ ofinformal interaction is probably

necessary in order to establish a basis for effective communication on

the many issues that confront a Teacher Center.

Probably no collaborative effort is possible Until there exists sufficient
:;.

unanimity on goals, purposes and structure. Lack of such agreement is

bound to lead to subterfuge Which in the long run will be counterproductive.

On the other hand, there will always be multiple viewpoints-, and ilisthat

sense, what is needed is not so much a single voice but a way of h rmonizing

the different voices. Besides building an effective internal communication

system among members the representatives themselves must find ways

of keeping their constituents properly informed. Although the/advisory

councils are thought of as an input mechanism they must function just as

effectively 'the other way around: to make member organizations aware of

wh4.happens in the Teacher Center. Without this, it is unlikely that

interest by member organizations in favor of the Teacher Centers will grow.

This not only raise; the question of what is effective communication but

..
also-who the representatives of a given organization might be. Typically,

each member-group has the feeling that "you can't understand us unless .

.you're one of\us." This emphasizes the difficulty that groups'have communi-.

eating their point of view to others. Some organizations like universities...t ,

and school districts may find it easier to choose repreSentatives. .Deans

'4
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or administrators exist which make them lik-ely candidates .although it is

. .

not always clear that they would be the est representative's. The community,
, .

on the other hand, has no such ready-made functionary who could represent

it and its problem is more acute.'

At present some representatives have more power to commit their

organizations than do others, although member organizations may always

choose to veto or not endorse an action their representative has taken.

Some representatives feel hampered because they must, in effect, poll

their membership before they can fully support certain actions. Obviously

both the veto power and the different degrees to whi.61 representatives can

commit their organizations make collaboration difficult..

Some councils also struggle with preparing adequate minutes and

agendas, failing to make these available to:council members in sufficient

time before a council meeting so they may have the opportunity to study

them tkbroilfghly. This is important not only because representatives have

to be properly informed but also because suspicion and distrust can be

created when 'such logistics are not handled properly. It may look as

though there is a strategy to impede discussion and input to decision making:

A number of different strategies are evident in attempts at facili,t

tating communication. Coordination committees have been established at

the school district level, and Teacher Center regresentatiyes have gone

to various colleges and universities in order to explain their program. In

order to achieve better understanding among the major partners, rep-
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resentatives have been chosen who are at least familiarawith the cultures

of the schools and universities. However, formal attempts at orienting

new members (and organizations to each other) might be helpful as well as

greater emphasis on what each member group stands to gain from coopera-

,
tiv participation. It is also becoming clear to the Teacher Centers visited

that rules of membership must not be disadvantageous to particular groups.

For example, it is important not to change representatives too often since

knowledge about the needs of the Teacher Center and the necessary status

to act on that knowledge is only earned over tithe.

Finally, some vehicle must be found to make effective contact with the

Texas Education Agency ava able to each Teacher Center. Some, of course,

have a state representative sittin their council but this will not be

possible for each Teacher Center. A type of ombudsman is needed who will

be particularly responsiv,e to the needs of the local Teacher Centers.
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